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Student interns travel
from the White House
to Tiananmen Square.
Trek over to Page 8
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At AGlance
Stacy selected
as interim
provost

Murray in E'Burg
Senator Patty Murray will he
in Ellensburg Oct. 7 for a puhl ic
rally to support Democrat Gary
Locke for 4th district Congress.
Locke is running against Repub1ican Doc Hastings. The rally
will be held at the Rotary
Pavillion. on 4th and Pearl, at
11 :30 a.m. A luncheon will follow at the Hal Holmes Center
where Murray will he the guest
speaker. Tickets for the luncheon
arc $20 per person or $35 per
couple. The rally is free of
charge.

Rocking Oktober
Oktoberfest '96 is Saturday.
Oct. 12. Concerts by Simple
Ritual, Ground Flower, Fragile
Jack. Jumpin Johnny, Real Bad
1v1uddy and Half Acre Day will
last from noon until 8 p.m. Ticket
prices arc $5 before the event and
$7 at the gate. For more information contact the Marketing Chapter at 963-1173.

Money!
Financial aid reimbursements
arc available starting today in the
cashier's office.

See Sports,
Page 19

Central extends
welcome to huge
Class of 2000
by Carrie Starbuck
Assistant News Editor

Dr. Gerald Stacy \\as appo'.ntcd to the position of interim
pro\'OSt by President Ivory
Nchun. Tuesda) Oct. I Stacy's
t~rm hcgan Oct. 2 anJ will rnnllnue until June 30, 1997.
"Dr. Stacy thoroughly understands the university's academic
program. and he has represented
Central well-both on and offcampus," Nelson said.
Stacy replaces Thomas
Moore, who resigned Aug. 31.
Sec the related story on the
Interim Provost Selection, page
1.

The Mothership
has landed!
Beam over to
Page 16

Wildcats lose
to Cal-Poly,
49-14

If the line m the caletena seems
just a hit longer than ldsl 4uarter. or
lately there ha~ been a prolonged\\ :iii
to get that double-iced mocha at
"Cats" in the morning. !l ~ not poor
service, just Central ahsorhing the
class of 20<}0-a full hou">e.
Central is \\ e !coming I, l J 0
freshmen, iis largest fre shman class in
10 years
Freshman enrollment is up 12
percent over la<:t year, and tne high
school grade point average of our ne\\
freshmen is also up from 3.1 in fall
quarter 1995 to 3.2 this fall.'' said Bill
Swain, director of admissions and
academic advising services.
This year the registrar's staff and
faculty advisors registered 99 percent
of the freshmen for classes, before
they moved to campus. This is quite
different from past years, when students scrambled to register for the
classes they needed. only to find they

were full.
''Those days are over for
Central' s freshmen." Swain said. ''Using a block-registration plan. we
group new students into general interes1 categones. I ike ~cience. the arts or
busmess. and design a cluster of firstuuarter classes tailored to fit their
needs ...
The registrar's staff then plans
llVer 3.000 scats in general educat inn
and appropriate prerequisite classes.
.md reserves space to accommt'date
the entire freshman class
"We guarantee freshmen a full
schedule of classes that will fulfili
their general education requirements
and to ensure that they are not holdmg themselves back, in subsequent
years. because or failing to take prerequisite courses for upper division
study,"registrar Carolyn Wells said.
"Central is concentrating its energy to provide a sound, stable academic foundation for entering students,'' Swain said. "They will have
the best possible opportunity to earn
a bachelor's degree in four years."

Central welcomed its largest freshman class by
offering Preview Week at no cost. The weekend
events included not only classes to prepare the
students for campus life, but also social events
in order to meet new people. Theater Sports
gave this freshman a new view of the world.
David Dick/Photo editor

park over there

Welcome back

City passes Residential Parking Zone; Ordinance goes into effect Nov. 1
by Mike Bellamy
Staff Reporter
The Ellensburg city council
passed an ordinance providing for
residential parking zones (RPZs) surrounding the southern and western
ends of Central's campus at their Sept.
16 meeting.

The RPZs were instituted to relieve parking congestion, due to Central students and staff who park on
public streets, rather than in campus
parking lots. The congestion has been
aggravated by a loss or parking
spaces. due to the new science facility. The RPZs will go into effect beginning Nov. l.

An 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. zone will be
enforced Mond<1)' through Friday on
the west side and a 24-hour zone will
be enforced from 8 a.m. Monday until 8 a.m. Saturday on the southern
edge. Residents living in these areas
\\ill he issued two residential parking
permits and one guest permit. Those
with more than one visitor arc encour-

aged h) city officials to horrow guest
permits fn m their neighbors. Warning ..:itatil>nS \\ill he issued for the first
IS days following the institution ul
the RPz· "· After IS Jays suhscquenl
fines will he$ IS lor each ulTense.
While the nine-hour /lHlL'

See RPZs/Page 7

Cadets preview USAF careers over summer
by Rob Kauder
Editor-in-Chief
So what did you do over summer
vacation? Work in a brain-numbing
job for minimum wage? Spend your
afternoons soaking up the sunshine on
the shores of majestic People's Pond?
Or did you spend it taking a gutwrenching, high speed run down a
valley in the Italian Alps in a high
performance fighter jet? Or maybe
you got the chance to free-fall parachute from 4.500 feet?
Two Central students got to do
jtJst that ~s part of their summer expe-

''

"Free-fall doesn't feel like you're
falling, it feels like you're floating
,,
on top 0 f the water.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~-~-h_a_~--~~~~-e-~~~-s_m~a
riencc with Air Force ROTC. Sophomore Charity Hervosma spent two
weeks learning how to free-fall parachute at the Air Force Academy in
Colorado Springs. Co. while senior
Matt Williams spent two and a half
weeks stationed with a fighter squadron at a NATO air base in Avia no,

Italy.
In order for Hcrvosma to get the
slot to go to free-fall school in Colorado, she had to pass a 1igorous advanced fitness test. have a clean academic record with a solid GPA. and
pass a flight phys,ical. 1
,
Once she arrived in Colorado

Springs - a trip fraught \\ itl1 lligl!t
delays. wrong phllnc numhcrs ,111J
getting stranded at a Denn) ·sin th'"·
midJle or the night - -;he settled il1ll)
her two-wed: regimen in frcc-f.111
parachuting.
Thecou~c \\Us taught hy n1cn1bers or the academy sky di\ mg team.
and cadets from all o\·cr the cnuntr~
came tn participate in the class. Other
cadets were from ml leg.cs I ikt:
Cornell, Berkeley and Florida State.
and had no idea where Hcrrnsma wa-.
from.

· See ROTC/Page 6

~~~~-Th_u_rsd_a~i_o_cto_b_~_·3~
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Passel of MIPs plague Preview Week
Ccmrar s polil:c department l'itcd
l"l>r possession of alcohl)I het ween I 0 p.111. Sept. 22 and I 0 p. rn.
Sept. 23.
fl minors

"Sometimes when people get here,
there i-, a perception that they can do
\\hat e\er they please." Chier Steve
Riucrciscr said. "Apparently the mes..,a~l' tha1 \\C don't tokc.lle alcohol
,·inlations on this campus somehow
gut ll>st."
An amhulance and police officers
dispatched to Muuall Hall,
where an 18 year-old male was experiencing a sci.wre. He '' ~1:-. treated at
the :-.cene and then transported to
Killitas Valley Communit) Hospital.
\\·ere

Monday, Sept. 23, 7:20 p.m.

The Kennedy Hall mana~er reported that someone was ane111p1111g to
~ell magazine suhscriptiom "' ithuut a
city husincss licence or pern1 i,sion
from the university's busi.lCs:-. 1>ffice.
Police were unable to locate till' individual.

ence to an open container of Schmidt
beer she was carrying. The officer estahlished thc.t she was underage, and
cited her for an MIP.
Tuesday, Sept. 24, 10:36 p.m.
Officers responded to a complaint
ahout a red truck that was driving erratically and across lawns. The officers located a 28-year-old female, and
determined she was driving under the
inlluence. She was taken to the Kittitas
County jail and booked.
Wednesday, Sept. 2S, 1:55 a.m.
Officers were dispatched tu a compI a int about loud music, TV and
voices from an apartment in the E section of Student Village. Officers contacted a 28-year-old man and gave him
a warning notice for the city's noise
ordinance. No further problems were
reported.
Wednesday, Sept. 25, 12:30 p.m.
A 21-year-old female reported her
backpack stolen from Mitchell Hall.
She said she tucked it under a table and
later found it was gone. The loss was
estimated at $278 in school supplies

Monday, Sept. 23, 11 :02 p.m.
Officers on a routine patrol contacted an intoxicated 20-year-old male
on the eighth floor of Muzzall Hall
with three half racks of Busch brand
beer in his possession. Officers cited
the man as a minor in possession, and
releas(!d him after receiving his signa-·
ture and promise to appear for his
court date.
Monday, Sept. 23, ll:l5 p.m.
Officers dispatched to the second
floor of Hitchcock hall to investigate
a noise complaint contacted approximately 20 people behaving loudly, and
cited three men for minor in possession.
Tuesday, Sept. 24, 10:45 p.m.
An officer on routine patrol contacted a 19-year-old female in refer-
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demic affairs John Burkhart, who sits
on the Faculty senate, said he voted
with the majority.
"I think students are best served so
long as the faculty feels that it was best
served," he said. "If the faculty thinks
it gets the short end of the stick, that
caff'lead to bad morale, and bad morale is just as contagious as enthusiasm."
by Brien Bartels
The result of the vote was sent to
News Editor
the deans' council, who forwarded a
On Tuesday, President Nelson an- list of five names to President Ivory
nounced that Dr. Gerald Stacy would Nelson. Nelson said that the process of
By Brien Bartels serve as interim provost from Oct. 2 gathering input from both bodies
through June 30, 1997. As part of the worked as planned, and he had not
selection process, the president solic- received any special recommendation.
ited nominations from the dean's
"The process worked the way I
council and faculty senate, and the asked it to work," Nelson said. "One
senate voted to recommend former group making a recommendation for
provost Dr. Tom Moore for the interim a person is not important. It's what I
post. In effect, Moore would be replac- got from the dean's council in that toand cash.
ing himself.
tal recommendation that's the imporThursday, Sept. 26, 7:30 a.m,
Moore resigned in August to spend tant thing."
A 37-year-old woman at Brooklane
A national search will be carried
Daycare reported that her husband was more time with his family. However,
violating a "no contact" restraining or- last year there were reports that Moore out for the cabinet level position.
The faculty senate received and
der. Officrrs observed the man in vio- was being pressured to resign by president Ivory Nelson. Moore said that discussed four nominations: David
1ation of the order.The husband was
was news to him, although others have Dauwalder, dean of the school of busiarrested and booked into jail.
called Moore and Nelson, the ness and econimics; Anne Denman,
Friday, Sept. 27, 11:30 p.m.
A 18-year-old woman became university's two top-ranking officials, dean of college of arts and humanities;
Stacy, dean of graduate studies; and
dizzy and fell to the ground on a side- "extremely incompatible."
The provost, who sits on the Moore. Greg Trujillo, director of instiwalk south of Wilson Hall. Passersby
notified police and the woman was president's cabinet as the vice presi- tutional studies and assessment, was
transported to Kittitas Valley County dent for academic affairs, is respon- nominated later by the dean's council.
sible for all the university's academic
While discussing the qualifications
Hospital.
programs, including budgets, person- of the other nominees, the faculty
Monday, Sept. 30, 9:31 p.m.
Police responed to a disturbance at nel, and planning, and represents the worried out loud about replacing them
Broklane Village found an argument university to educational, governmen- in their current positions, a ·'ripple effect." A voiding a ripple effect was one
and physical confrontation between a tal and accreditation agencies.
Dr. Moore, who is currently on reason that Street called for the rec37 year-old female and 23 year-old
female. While officers were attempt- paid training leave, could not be ommendation of Dr. Moore to •.:;t-!.!!11
ing to sort out the incident, the reached for comment on his nomina- until September 1997. She said Moore
younger woman pushed, struck, and tion, but the nomination memorandum would do more good, and was worth
kicked the officers. She was booked prepared by psychology professor more at a senior administrator's salary,
into the jail on charges of malicious Libby Street said he agreed to be as Central' s provost than as a professor at the Yakima branch campus.
mischief, resisting arrest, obstructing nominated for the interim post.
Student vice president for aca"We need to ask ourselves if we
an officer, and assault.
should be paying someone Dr.
Moore's salary for a quarter of training to teach for two quarters," Street
said. "I would suggest that that's not
good stewardship of state resources."
Street said that the importance of
the issues facing the university made
• Russell Sweats - • Nike Apparel
it important to have experienced leadcrs~ip
in the provost's office, despite
•Posters ·
Athletic Bags
differences between the president and
provost in the past.
925-5555
"Dr. Moore and President Nelson
Across from CWU in the Plaza
are extremely incompatible," Street
said. 'They don't get along. This
We Accept Local Competitor's Coupons
might be a reasonable sacrifice for
these two men to make for the university."
Some faculty expressed other reasons for bringing Moore back. Geography professor Morris Ubelacker said
Moore was an advocate for the faculty.
"I think this guy stood up for the

Faculty Senate's
deliberations
reveal conflicts
in administration

s

Monday. Sept. 23, 8:55 a.m.

·

925-4480
Next to the Post Office

Send a message

Largest Selection of Athletic Shoes
In the County!

•
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Come ''Run the Bases''
at the CWU Library!

The Library is starting off the school year with a batch of new online resources to help make
your research easier. From full-text display of articles to e-mail delivery of your searches, there
are a lot of new tools to learn about.
To help you get rolling, we've scheduled "Running the Bases," a series of drop-in classes for ·
users who want to learn how to take advantage of the Library's local and remote databases.
Classes will be held in the Library, in Room 152. The schedule is as follows:
Thursday, Oct. 3

3-4 pm

Monday, Oct. 7

Noon-1 pm

Wednesday, Oct. 9

Noon-1 pm

Tuesday, Nov. 19

3-4pm

Thursday, Nov. 21

3-4 pm
I

For more information, contact the CWU Reference Department at 963-1021.

See PROVOST/Page 3
Mentors Neede'1
Youth Services of Kittitas
County is now accepting
applications for its
·
MentorProgram
Who should apply
•Persons interested in working
with youth ages 11-14
•Persons interested in making
a special difference in
someone's life
Meeting will be held Oct. 8 at
Youth Services-- 213 W. 3rd
For more info.
call Nikki

Kallenberger at
962-2737

CWU UBAARY, ELLENStiURG., WA
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PROVOST:Tom Moore
recommended by senate

This diesel-.
saturat~d soil
was found
during
excavation for
the new science
building. The
dirt was moved
near Brooklane
Village and may
remain there
through the rest
of the school
year.

From page 2

Garett Grobler/
Observer

Diesel-laden .·dirt dumped
near Brooklane Village ·
by Mike Bellamy
Staff reporter
One hundred thousand tons of diesel-saturated soil have been stored ar
a dumpsite fifty yards away from
Brooklane Village. The soil is now
resting on a black plastic tarp and enclosed by a portable chain-link fence.
It was un earthed the firs t week of
Aug ust along with a slab of concrete
containing a large amount of the fuel
hy workers at the construction site of
the new science facility on Central's
campu:-..
Die Brown. science facility
project manager. said the soil is classified as a problem soil. rather than
hazardous, and that there is no danger
to Brooklane residents.
.. The only thing we've found is
diesel." he said. "If it had been hazardous it wouldn' t have been put o.ut
there."
Brown said enough soil was removed to continue construction, the
rest will be stored at the Brooklane

deposit at a later date. He said excavators have most likely hit the most
highly-saturated spot. There may be
another 100,000 tons to go.
Central is working with GN Northern, an environmental consulting firm,
and the Department of Ecology to
find the best way to deal with the contaminated soil. It will eventually be
hauled away by' a recycling company
· and processed to remove the diesel.
The soil wi ll then be taken to a landfill.
While the original source of the
diesel is not yet known, Rob Chrisler
from facilities management said there
may have been a service station for the
railroad that used to run through the
area. He said he was displeased with
the Brooklane Storage of the soil.
"I didn't think it was the best place
for a dumpsite," Chrisler said. "I'd
. like to have it moved as soon as possible. I'd like to see it leave."
Chri sler also said resident s of
· Brooklane Village should stay away
from the site, but not be overly concerned.

''

faculty time and again, and rm going
to support him just for that," he said.
"I would support him to send a
message that I strongly disapprove of
the way Dr. Moore was removed and
sent where he was,'' said Sidney
Nesselroad of the music department.
But Bobby Cummings , the
senate's vice chair, disagreed.
"We shouldn't be sending a message to Dr. Nelson." she said. "We
should be selecting a candidate who
can step in and address the curriculum
issues, the statewide issues that impact this institution, and can address
the inequities in salary for the faculty
at this institution compared to our
counter parts across the country. We
should be careful what are saying
about our university to legislators.'' .
Professor Rex Wirth said sending
Moore to teach at his current salary

"There is no real danger to residents," Chrisler said.
Residents were notified of the site
with a posted notice, but said they
didn't know muc~ about it. Despite
assurances from university officials.
some voiced misgi vings about the
site.
Brooklane resident Leif Young
said he was conce rned about the
ground water, while his wife Melanie
said she was uneasy about diesel in the
air.
''I've wondered if there's really a
danger," she said. ''The wind blows
right through here."
··1 didn't think it was a very good
idea for them to put contaminated dirt
behind an apartment complex where
there are children." said resident Angela Gavin.
Brown said the soil would be removed, but -there is no real schedule
yet.
"It co uld be here through the
school year," Brown said. "But probably less than that."

Dr. Moore and
President Nelson are
extremely
incompatible.
- Elizabeth Street

sent a hint of financial irresponsibility to the university's overseers in the
legislature.
"When you ' ve got Moore teaching
for so many thousand dollars a year,
that sends a message too," he said. "A
message you don't want to send."
. Balloting followed further debate
and when the votes were counted Senate Chair Rob Perkins announced that
Moore had received more than 50 percent of the votes and would be the
only candidate recommended to the
dean's council.

Three New
Flavors. One
Great Sale.
A~l
flavors
and
sizes
on sale.
Starting at

·$t

39

12 oz.)
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Thank you to all students, faculty~
;
(&
and staff who participated in
Preview Week 1996!
It was a great success with over
1,000 new students part_icipating. ·

I,

I

I

"CLASS
2000!"
I
I
From the Preview week
I
Co-Directors
I
Marie Morrison
I;)
Shawna Emison
ct
•
.
.
,
·
.....
·
Scott Drummond .
•
I ..-~--~--~~--~···~--~--~
WELCOME

BEST WISHES FOR THE

I

OF

1996-1,997

SCHOOL YEAR!
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We're introducing three delicious
new Blizzard ' flavors. Fudge Oreo .'
Cappuccino Heath;' and Mint "M&M's." "
' To celebrate. all flavors and sizes are
now on sale for a limited time at your
participating Dairy Queen ' store .
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Higher Education Day

Financial Aid: "If I
budget my money... "
by Heidi Betts
_ Staff__rfil2_orli_er_ _
The campus may seem a hit
livelier today. Students have
smiles on their faces and a feeling
of relief after receiving their financial aid checks for fall quarter.
Students often find themselves
confused and frustrated with the financial aid process. Financial aid
counselor Sherry Keeler said many
students do not apply early
enough, therefore delaying the entire process.
"First time borrowers are required to go to a workshop discussing financial aid _in general,''
Keeler said. "There is a thirty day
hold on freshmen accounts."
Jacy Rodriquez, financial aid
counselor, said students need to
have a total of 12 credi~s lo be eligible for financial aid. Graduate

"Washington state recognizes value of educators"

students need to have lO credits.
Some other requirements are not
to owe a refund or repayment on
previous financial aid gisbµrse ..
ments; maintain satisfactory academic progress as 'O.efined bf the
CWU Office of Financial Aid; and
· be a high school gradu"te pr
equivalent pursuing a degree.
Financial counselors agree that
in order tO avoid problems students
need to apply on time and meet all
the deadline dates.
Financial aid helps pay tuition,
buy books and contributes to other
financial needs.
"If I budget my money : rs~
1i ve on it forthe quarter. M~ny stµ.:
dents do not do that". sai<i senior
Vince Guerrero.
More information is available in
the financial aid office located in
Barge Hall, or call 963-161 r.

by Denise Day
Staff rfilJ_=-o:::..::rt=e=--r_ _ __
'Phe community, faculty, and students will have an opportunity to focus on Central Washington
University's special contribution to
the community and the state, when
Central hosts its first Washington
Stare Higher Education Day on Monday, Oct. 7.
According to a joint proclamat10n
issued by Central Washington University, the Mayor of Ellensburg, and the
Governor of the State of Washington,
"Washington State recognizes the
value of educators and higher education," and ·"Central Washington University recognizes that it is a university where all members of the community support a relationship between
faculty and student which makes both
partners in learning .....

··-·--··-·-·--·- - - ----·-·

Ellensburg Floral
& Gifts

Jen Gray, director of Foundation
Services and Community Relations,
said this will also be a chance for
members of the community to become
more aware of the benefits of their
support of the university.
Activities here will i_nclude the
Barge Showcase exhibit fro!TI I 0 a.m.
to 3 p.m. in Barge 304, where refreshments will be served with the aid of
both the Student Alumni Connection
and the Retired Senior Volunteer Program; visits to the Richard Stine Exhibit from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Sarah Spurgeon Gallery in Randall Hall,
the Biological Sciences Greenhouse
from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. on the west side
of Dean Science Hall, and the Japanese Garden from 7 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Campus tours will be offered at I0
a.m. and 2 p.m., beginning at the first
floor information counter of Mitchell
Hall. The library will offer tours be-

tween 9 a.m. and 11 a.m., beginning
at the reference desk, and the opportunity to view-i!_Qis~ance education
classin session at 11 a.m. in LIB 153.
There ' will be a university and
CO!llmunity reception from 5 p.m. to
7 p.m. at the Clymer Museum.to meet
and visit with new and long-time Central employees. A forum entitled "L
Too, Was Once You." for former
apartment-living residents to share
with current residents their successes,
and tips on assistance available from
Central, will be held from 7 p.m. to 9
p.m. at Brooklane Daycare.
International Studies and Programs, Asia University America, and
English as a Second Language Programs will offer tours of faculty and
student services, the web page for
study abroad, and video demonstrations from JO a.m. to noon in room
I 0 l of the International Center.

ID Cards: New and improved

Unique Flowers and Gifts
by Brien Bartels
Custom Designs • Gift Baskets - !Yew~ Editor
WORLDWID!
Central' s futuristic new identificaDELIVERY
tion
cards mean more conveniences
306 S. Main Suite l, Ellensburg
for students, despite the inconveniences of long waits for processing
10%0FFTO
CWU STUDENTS & STAFF and technological glitches.
Returning students were lined up
to the SUB's Yakama room last week
to be digitally imaged (!Jot photo-

925-4149

graphed) for the new cards. The cards
are currently used for library checkout, dining services, and as debit cards
.for retail dining outlets. E':'entually,
they may be used instead of quarters
to do laundry, to open dorm doors
with a swipe through an electronic
lock, and to make cashless purchases
in Ellensburg.
Auxiliary services director Rob
Chrisler said Central was entering the

21st ccmury with the new cards and
their array of functions. ·
"I think it's the way to go,"
Chrisler said. "It's a way to improve
services for students."
Chrisler said the process of converting dorm was~ing machines into
debit card operated vending machines
is auxiliary services' first priority,
with some laundry vending systems
installed as early as winter quarter.

expires Nov. 1, 1996

925-1665
M-F 8-5:~0
SAT. 8-4
{Lube Only)

You -vvant to b.e the
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OH Filter
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"State of
the Art''
Cooling
System Flush
00

I
I $10.
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I
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Macintosh.
More flexible than ever.

I
I

We don't know how you'll fill in the blank.
Thafs why we make Macintosh· computers
so flexible. To help you be the first to do
whatever you want to do. And with word
processing, easy Internet access, powerful
multimedia and cross-platform compatibility, a Mac· makes it even easier to do it.

I
I
I
I
I

How do you get started? Visit your campus
computer store today and pick up a Mac.

I

925-166.. .
' I• 1• · 1102 Canyon Rd~ ·
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Growing Pains.....

Campus is alive
·with the sounds ·
.of constructiori
Counter clockwise from
top to bottom; Davies
volleyball court, New
science facility, hill
removal just north of
Black, and the 7-Eleven
on 10th Avenue.

Currently, 11 construction projects are
underway in Ellensburg, and 14 more are
in the planning stages. They range from
a new $10,000 volleyball court near
Davies to the science building that will be
completed in the fall_ of 1998.
Black Hall is still in the planning stages
of a major renovation. The project is expected to_be underway in April of 1997.
Even the 7-Eleven on 10th Avenue is
jumping on the band wagon, with improvements to the lighting system.
Hopefully, the constant background
noise will some day pay off with improved facilities.

Age 18, 1993

We Honor All local (anninq

Coupon~
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Elizabeth Suto
Killed bv a drunh Jnm
on Ffhnwry .27.1994. vn Bell Blvd
tn Ccda r Pm h Texas
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If }OU don I stop )OUr fnend
from dm·mg drunk. who w1lP
Do whate\er H takes

(? 13/ods 5oulh of Campus)

Visit your campus computer store for
the best deals on a Mac.
University Store (in SUB)

Check out our SPECIAL STORE FINANCING!!!
Printer & Software Discounts w/System Purchase
Apple Financing Available
Power Macintosh· 7200

Macintosh" Perform& 6400

Power Macintosh" 5260

PowerPC-6011120 /llH1/16MB RAM
J.2GB/8X CD-ROM/15"display

603e/180 MH1116MB RAMIJ.6GB
BXCD-ROM/28.8 modem/15"display

Po1mPC60Je/JOO AIH1/16MB RAif
800.IIBl4X CD-ROMl/4" display

963-1335
Free one-year Apple warranty.

Offer expires Oclober 11, 1996. ©1996 Af:tJ/e O»npuler; Inc. All rights reserz'ed. Apple, the Apple Iago, AppleCare, lafetWriter, Mac, il/acintosh. Perfom1a. PotmBaok. Pou:er Macintosh and StyMf'riter are regl>lerwl trademarks oj .1f!Ple Computer J11c. Pou'el'PC is a rmdemark ofInternational 914,;11ess ,lfflcbines compmtiori.
used under licmse therefrom.
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ROTC: Students get hands-on training in real-world environment

. S~IA

Matt Will-

From Page 1

f

rento

summer and
11ew in an F16
fighter
, similar to the

Avia~*

Photos courte~y
of
A via no
Airba~e Homt:

"I was from the smallest
school," she said. "No one had
ever heard or it."
The days were long, filled
with safety procedures, learmng
how to exit the a!fcraft, and perfecting the PLF - parachute
landing fall. Finally, in the second week, she and the other 60
cadets in the course got the
chance to jump out of a perfectly airworthy Twin Otter aircraft. By the end of the course
wh·en she r'eceived her jump
wings, Hcrvosm~ made five
free-fall jumps from an altitude
of-l,500 feet. While most civilian free-fall courses require the
first jump to he a static-line
jump. where the ·chute is tethered to the aircraft and is
yanked open automatically, the
Air Force Academy allows cadets to free -fall on their first
jump.
"It ,wasn't scary, though I
thought it wo~ld be," she said.

"Free fall doesn't feel like you're falling, it feels like you 're tloating on top
of the water."
Matt Williams, on the other
hand, didn't have to jump out of a

started just last year, and Williams
considered himself lucky to get an
assignment to the NATO air base in
Aviano, Italy. While there he was stationed with the 555th "Triple Nickel"
Fighter Squadron, the squadron that
Capt. Scott O'Grady flew with when'
he was shot down over Bosnia and
subsequently rescued.
The highlight of Williams' tnp
was the chance to fly in an F-160, a ·
two-seat variant of the Falcon used for
pilot training. On his first ride, the •
pilot took Williams up to 23,000 feet
and practiced 'air to mud,' running
simulated attacks on ground targets.
With heavy cloud cover on that day,
-Matt Williams the only target they could find was a
beach.
perfectly good aircraft. He was too
On his second flight, Williams
busy watching the Italian countryside was in for a real white-knuckle, etly by at M_ach speed from the rear seat ticket trip. They left Aviano with a
of an F-16 Falcon fighter.
wingman in another F-16 and the twoWilliams is the first Central plane formation soared down an AlAFROTC student to get the opportu- pine valley at 500 feet above ground
nity to go overseas for his summer , at 550 knots.
"
training as part of Operation Air
"lt was an amazing ride," WillForce, a "development program that iams said. "We were lower than a lot
gives an idea of what Air Force life is of the housrs on the canyon walls, It
really like," according to Williams.
was unbelievabk.''
The overseas program was
After flying - inverted - over a
ski resort and clearing the mountains, "
the fighters simulated low-level
bombing attacks on a variety of
bridges and buildings, followed by an
egress from the target, simulating
avoiding surface-to-air missiles and
anti-aircraft fire. Several times Williams was absorbing up to seven and a '
half Gs or pressure during these radical maneuvers.
Both flights gave Williams a
taste of what is in store for him when
he graduates. He's already got a pilot slot and hopes to Oy more 'air-tomud' missions in the A-10 Warthog,
a ground support aircraft.
While at Aviano, Williams also
gained an appreciation for real-world
situations the NATO forces were involved in. Aviano air base is a staging area for aircraft patrolling over '
Bosnia, and the 555th squadron that
Williams flew with was conducting
flights over that country. As a result,
he got a feel for what things might be
like in an actual combat situation.
"I think it's good to see what the ,
po·ssibilities are and what you could
be doing," he said.

''

"I think it's
good to see what
the possibilities
are and what you
could be doing. "

...

Truckload Parking Lot SALE
Two Big Days·Only!
Friday Oct. 4th · -- Saturday Oct. 5th

,-

"In Dean's Back Parking Lot"

Factory Reps and Pioneer/Orion Mobile Sound Van

Free -Giiis with Purchases 01 see or morel
"Our Biggest Sale of the Year"

Huge Savings!
"' ' · . ....
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tW%I 9-HOUR

RPZs: Zones
will go into ,
effect Nov. 1

l&~~

24-HOUR
14nt AYE.

DEAN NICHOl...SON BOULEVARD

HTH AYE.

From Page 1

CENffiAL WASHINGTON
UNl~TY

will affect primarily staff and com-

muting students, the 24-hour zone will
force many residents of Muzzall,
Kamola and Sue Lombard halls to
park on-campus instead of the spaces
many have traditionally used on Seventh Avenue. Dorm rooms do not
count as living units as defined by city
statutes, so dorm residents will be
CENffiAL
WASHINCTON
unable to apply for city parking pcrUNl\4ERSITY
I}lits. Guests of Courson Conference
Center will also have to park elsewhere unti I next Spring when
Courson's new parking lot opens up.
The discussion and meetings on
the RPZs took place over the summer
when most of Central's student population was gone. Linda St. ChanLe, of
the Planning Department: said the city
co uncil hoped to have the ~one ~
implemented before studenb arnve~
so there would he no real change for
this year ' s residents . She also said
that the timing of the talks had shortcomings concerning student input.
Packets on the RPZs were sent to
many residents, but were not sent to
many involved w.ith the university.
ASCWU president Adam Eldridge
became aware of the sttuation in late ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
June and said he was very concerned llllJil
liLlllJ
aboutthe1ackofstudentinputonthe ~Welcome BacR Students!...-i;J
issue, especially because enforcement
will be partly paid for by money provided by Central.
"My first reaction was 'they're
pulling something over on the students,'" Eldridge said.
Eldridge sent leuers to The Daily
I
$6.10
Record and the Ellensburg Weekly
voicing his opinion on rushing the
925-4140
ordinance through before students
could get involved. He also called up
other ASCWU members and was
joined by vice-presidents Rick Vogler
and Chandler Riker at the meetings.
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS!·
"I was very stringent on waiting
*ACCURATE INFORMATION ON ALL OPTIONS
for students, making sure that students
*MEDICAL AND COMMUNITY REFERRALS
were heard," Eldridge said. "I was
that way all along."
*POST-ABORTION SUPPORT
Eldridge said, at the Aug. 26 meet*NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
ing, the proposal for the RPZ' s was
- - ELLENSBURG PREGNANCY CARE CENTER
acceptable. It was very similar to the
409 N. PINE ST.
92S-2l73
final draft or the ordinance. But he
also said he had misgivings about the
24-hour zones.
"When you start talking about 24hour zone coverage, you're not look"'
ing at the university business day,"
Eldridge said.
Residents of- Seventh Avenue
wrote letters to the city council stating many instances of inconvenience
and disturbance caused by students
who, parked near their homes, especially late at night. They said that 24hour zones would greatly relieve this
problem.
"College is a 24-hour a day experience," St. Chante said. "[The residents] asked if they could have 24hour coverage."
St. Chante suggested biking or
walking to class for students who
- would normally park in the RPZ's.
"Now is definitely the time to consider alternate kinds of transport,'' St.
Chante said.
Facilities management is currently
building new parking lots to relieve
the shortage of parking space caused
· by the RPZ' s, and plans on having
th.em c.ompleted in the near future ..

CUFF
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China Inn

Daily Lunch Special
Daily Dinner Special

:iru.

CREATIVE CUTS
PERMING
HIGHLIGHTING
HAIR COLORING
MANICURING
PEDICURING
WAXING
NAILS: Gel, Acrylic &
Fiberglass

$4.35

tt6W.3rd

~

POSSIBLY PREGNANT?
CALL 925-CARE

"A COMPLETE HAIR CARE STUDIO"

~l'~ta:ni
438 N. Sprague

In the Plaza behind Safeway

7?'

TVs • Futons • Stereos • APPiiances • Beds • Much More!

GOOD LUCK WILDCATS/
1. Guaranteed Credit

Reason.s To Use
H&H Furniture's
Rent-to-Own Plan

Couch Potato Headquarters

LLI ~ '

,.,.

..

,,.,.

3. Superstore Selection
4. No Pressure!

.·s. Fast Delwery!
6. Free Service!
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ie1

Enrniture.

2. Name Brands

1\e~ "Guaranteed Credit"
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3 t 4 N. Pine
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OBSERVANCE
Greetin:g s and Salutations
\\'ckome to Central. In the past, the Observer would send

a generic statement to everyone about how great it is to
be here anJ ho\\· you should study hard and go to class. This
time. however. the Observer is going to address everyone by
group to a\'oid confusion.
Welcome all of you Junior College and Transfer Students!
·
•:\four-year rnstitution isn't all that it's cracked up to be,
i~ 1t'~ Especially since Central wouldn't transfer all of your

BOD President Adam Eldridge
welcomes students, to Central

lHll

nedits.

Welcome Freshmen! Here's a few things you might want
to keep in mind while you 're here at Central.
• C\rntrary to popul~ir belief, your parents have not just
forked uut a wad of cash so you can take a four-year vacallon.
• You think an 8 a.m. class is bad, just wait until you're
riding the Metro thrnugh rush hour in Seattle at 7 ~Lm.
• Beware of the "'Freshman 20."
Welcome Sophomores! It looks like not all of you returned from last year. Darwin's "Survival of the Fittest" in
action.
• N.ow that you think you've finally figured out how to
party,' remember that Campus Cops is made up of other
people who thought the same thing.
Welcome' Juniors! Welcome back gang. Glad to see
some of you made it back for yet another year.
• Now that you're old enough to hit the bar scene, don't
get carried away. It's not all that cool.
Welcome Seniors! Peace.
• You know the deal - nine months to graduation.
··Check your credit evaluation right now so you don't get
screwed like thousands of other Central would-be graduates.

i

i

I

Dear Students
of Central Wash-

. ington University:
On behalf of the
Board of Directors
, of the Associated
Students of Central
Washington University, I would like to
welcome you all 10
the 1996-97 school
year. I am very excited about the
Board this year and
feel that we will do
an excellent job representing the students of CWU.
photo courtesy of ASCWU BOD
0!1e of our major The 1996-97 Board of Directors are
goals for this year is (counter-clockwise from lower left) John Burkhart, Adam Eldridge,
Shannel Robbins, Chandler Riker, Tony Gepner, Amy Gillespie and Rick Vogler.
to inform students
of issues that will effect our lives. One 'whose voices need to be heard. The change at Central. then stop by our
such issue is the Residential Parking way that we can do that is by getting office and pick up an application for a
Zone. The RPZ is an ordinance en- out there and voting on Nov. 5. If you committee.
acted by the Ellensburg City Council need to register or if you would like
I am truly excited about the upcomthat will limit the availability of park- information about which candidates ing year. We can make a difference if
ing in the area surrounding the Univer- are ''student friendly" then stop hy our we choose to become involved. Stusity. Additional information on how office and we will give you all the in- dents are always welcome in our ofthis ordinance will affect you can be formation that we can.
fice and we look forward to meeting
obtained through our office located in
Not only are we looking for stu- the students whom we have been
room 116 of the SUB.
dents to become involved with exter- elected to represent.
As I worked with the City Council nal government, but also with the govon the RPZ, it became very clear to me ernment at CWU. There are over 85
Sincerely,
that the students of CWU need to re- positions on university committees
Adam Eldridge
-mind the governing bodies of our city, that we are looking to fill with stuBOD President
state, and country that we are citizens dents . If you would like to see things

'Nf1of I q\q over My Surr,rr,er Voco-ri on-Por-r 1
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Traveling from Kowloon to the Forbidden City .
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Jason
Gordon gets
a picture with
Chairman
Mao at
Tiananmen
Square in

by Jason Gordon
Asst. Online Editor
This summer I traveled to Hong
Kong to do my internship with East
Gates Ministries International, a non~
profit Christian organization that
works with the Chinese government.
While in Hong Kong I set up a
computer system, taught Pagemaker
and started building a web site. I also
met with leaders of several different
organizations in Hong Kong.
Later in the summer I spent six
weeks in China, met several government and church leaders. visit a print
shop, and do some touring.
In Beijing I saw Mao Zedong's
body, went to Tiananmen Square, the
Great Wall, the Forbidden City,
· Beijing University, and many other
tourist sites. I was able to meet and
eat lunch with the director of the
United Work Front. a government department.
While in China. I spent four·
weeks reaching English in Ningbo, a
port city south of Shanghai . My studenh were primary and secondary

Beijing,

China.

teachers between the ages of 2 l apd
38, Some of them knew English well,
while others could barely speak a
word. It was very difficult to teach
them in the beginning because of the
difforences in methodologies. In
China students do not ask questions or
speak out in class. This makes it difficult for the teachers to ieach and the
students to learn. After the first week
my students began asking questions
about American culture and English.

Aside from teaching, I also enjoyed the opportunity to learn and
travel with my studel}ts. It was surprising at how eager they were to learn
and practice English with me. By the
end of the session, most of my students
could communicate in English and
they all had an idea of what American
culture is like. I was tolci that for a
lot of my students I would be the only
Westerner they would ever have contact with. I made many friends while
I was teaching and will return some
day lo see them.
When I finished teaching I went
to Shanghai to meet with some friends
and contacts for three days. Then_ I
went to a large print shop in Nanjing
that prints Christian literature. including bibles. After spending a few days

LETTER WRITERS:
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publication
date, Letters must be typewritten and less than 300 words.
Parker, Kelly Lawing
Gordon
All
letters
MUST
include your name and phone number for verificaOnline Techs: Janie Wallace
tion. Please write to the reader rather than to any specific person.
The Observer reserves the right to edit for length, style, grammar,
The Observer is a laboratory nswspaper produced by students in,conjunction
libel and matters of taste.
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Observer
Secret diaries of a White House intern the
tick?
.

'

by Rob Kauder Editor-in-Chief

By Laura Lucchesi
Events Editor
Security checks, ID badges, power
suits and lots of ogling at key players
in the federal government - all wer.e
part of my summer internship at the
White House.
I applied to the White House Intern Program with the hopes of working on special events. And also because, well, it is the White House.
So. did I get a hold of any "misplaced'' files? No.
Did Bill try to make a move on
any interns? No.
Did I get to hang out with
Chelsea? No.
What did I actually do this summer? Well. to put it simply, I had the
time of my !ife.
For six weeks,] worked in the first
lady· s correspondence office - a fanc.;y
title for one of the busiest mail rooms
in the country. I was amazed not only
at how much mail the First Lady receives, but how much of it is supportive.
The office is located in the Old
Executive Office Building, a huge
building adjacent to the White House
where about 98 percent of the White
House Staff works. The one disappointment of my internship was that I
did nor gee to work on event planning.
The actual work I did was not
very challenging. I addressed a.lot of
envelopes, sent hundreds of invitations for va(ious events, and ran errands all over the building. Nope, not
very glamorous, but extremely essential. It is frequently said that without
interns doing the grunt work for almost everything that goes on. the
White House would not be able to
function properly.
By the way, grunt work does have
its benefits. Mrs. Climon's interns
· were invited to the briefing and slide
show on her Eastern European tour
after we sent out hundreds of invitations to the event.
Th.is internship benefited me in
· many ways. I met tons of people that
l plan to keep in touch with: I worked
under an efficient staff who taught me
a lot, and I know for sure that I will
never go into politics!

r---------.
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Expires Nov. 3.1996

Every year about this time, a new
group of people saunters into Bouillon
222 full of heady ideas of jump-starting their careers to be the next
Woodward or Bernstein, or fulfill the .
public relarions requirement for serving a quarter o~. the Observer.
Either way, a group of roughly 40
- 50 students get together at the beginning of the quarter to work o.n the paper. They come to serve in a variety
of different roles.
First. there are the reporters. These
are the people doing the groundpounding. They're conducting interviews, writing and re-writing and rere-writing
articles. A few can't hack
photo courtesy of Laura Lucchesi
it,
so
they
leave_
- usually 10 minutes
Laura Lucchesi takes a break from the "grunt work" t'?
before
they
have
a story due. This has
strike a pose in the White House Press Room.
driven more than one editor to take up
smoking and/or drinking.
Although I worked for no salary, suddenly realized that f had met and
Then there are the photographers I feel this internship will continue to worked for one of the most controverthe unsung heroes of the paper. They
prove invaluable to me, and not just sial public figures of this decade.
go out and shoot the images that add a
I made sure to give myself some
because I will have the White House
little flavor to the _observer. They go
on my resume. My payment came in - -extra time after my internship to allow
to sporting events, they walk around
the way of experiences - not just in the for traveling. Seeing parts of the East
campus, they're in the thick of the acoffice - but in my daily life in Wash- Coast while I was out there was part
tion wherever it may be. Well, maybe
ington. D.C.
of my summer agenda. I got to see
that's a little flowery, but hey, we
Part of the White House Intern New England and many parts of Penncould always use a few more photogProgram is a weekly speaker and tour sylvania. Checking out the East Coast
raphers. so why not make it sound a
series. Two of the more notable made me realize how much of a West little more glamorous than it is?
speakers
were
George Coast gal I am. The cities in the East
Holding all of these people toStephanopolous. a chief adviser to the are too big and too crowded for my gether are the editors. These people
president. and Attorney General Janet tastes. I also got the impression that ate juniors and seniors who aie usually
Reno .. They spoke about how they got the people live on an entirely different . planning on a degree in print journalwhere they are and what their respec- wave length. In D.C. particularly ism. They're also gluttons for punishtive jobs entail.
people seemed to have no time to ment. Every Tuesday night is producAlthough the first lady did not smile.
tion night, and you' 11 find them in
make appearances in the building I
What I consider to be the best part Bouillon 222 staring blankly at comworked in, I did get to meet her and get of my summer was that I learned a lot
a photo with her. l admit, I was much about who I am. Mom and Dad were
more impressed by Mrs. Clinton than right. I can do whatever I want and be
l thought I would be.
whomever I want as long as I try my
When my internship was over, I best.

puter screens. muttering _about deadlines and headlines and picas and other
random tidbits of trivial information as
they lay out the paper. No one knows
what's actually holding the editors together, though on Tuesday nights it's
usually a mixture of pizza, 7-11
nachos, cigarettes, and Coke.
Working behind the scenes are the
advertising sales staff and the producrion staff. The sales people go out and
sell ads during the week; then production builds the ads during the weekend. Our friendly ad staff gets a hoot
out of selling large amounts of ads
when our production team had
planned on doing th<; Ellensburg
Crawl over the weekend.
One point about the advertising.
The Observer is a self-supporting
newspaper - if there were no ads.
there would be no newspaper. This
explains why we h~ve a 24-page pa.per this week - a lot of advertisements.
The amount of advertising dictates the
size of the paper we publish. Next
week we might have less ads, thus a
smaller paper.
Then there's our adviser, Lois
Breedlove. She's the one who spouts
off words like "~ibel" every time our
eyes light up at the possibility of an.other racy expose' on the_administration or dorm food. She keeps us all in
check, making sure we do things according to Associated Press style.
Last, but not least, is Christine
Page, our business manager. She is
assisted in her mission by those fun
loving advertising sales people, whom
she counts on to bring in the big bucks.
She's brilliant. successful and quite a
wonderful person. She also signs all
of our paychecks, which is the reason
for this shameless plug.
So that's our staff - but we're always looking for a few more people to
help out. If you'd like to join our team,
please stop by Bouillon 222.

...------'--'l.W ELCO ME BAC I<~
STUDENTS!!
Stunt

four Winds Boo~store
&Cafe

o1 ~~ *C~. ShJ.p
SHARRON LAMBERT

•New & Used Books. •Gift Items
~Breakfast &_
Lunch
~ O~cn 8-6 Mon.-Sat~ 8-4 Sun:

~--

200 East 4th
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962-2375
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• Business programs in 3 countries
• Placement in .foreign universities
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We have the COMPUTER,
PRINTER, SOFTWARE
and SUPPLIES you're

YOGA
•
•
•
•

looking for !

1µ4!
~!

Observer

Beginning Yoga Classes
Increase Energy
Reduce Stress
Lose. Weight
Fall Class Starting Oct. 8

We CAN get your
computer or printer
up and running!

For more info call 962-3738

We can get you on the

lnternetf

Call us at 962-2490
or stop by our S?CJre at
412 North ~ain
!next to Rodeo Records)

C()mputer- Centr-al
Simply the Beil Service in Town!
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]Vow SertTing:

''Village Pizza" Bagels!
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P R I N CI P LES of S 0 U N D RE T I REM ENT I NV EST IN G

EXERCISE REGULARLY AND YOU
COULD LIVE LONGER.
INVEST REGULARLY SO YOU .
CAN AFFORD TO.
Americ~ns are l~ving longer than ever. So it's q~ite

f i possible you ll spend 20 or 30 years or more in

retirement. Can you afford it? Unless you're independently wealthy, chances are you'll need more than your
pension and Social Security to support the kind of
·
lifestyle you 'II want.
How can. you help ensure that you'll be in good
financial shape? Sign up for TIAA-CREF SRAs - taxdeferred annuities available only to people in education
or research.
SRAs are easy. No pain, no sweat.
The best way to build strength - physical or liscal - is
to start at a level that's comfortable and add to your
regimen as you go along.
With TIAA-CREF SRAs, you conveniently
contribute through your employer's payroll system. You

can start with a modest amount and increase your
contribution as your salary .grows.
The important thing is to start now. Delaying for
even a year or two can have a big impact on the
amount of income you'll have when you retire.
TIAA-CREF:
Your fiscal fitness program.
TIAA-CREF is the nation's largest retirement
system, managing over $150 billion in assets for more
than l.7 million people. We offer a wide range of SRA
allocation choices, long-term investment expertise, and
remarkably low· expenses. 1
Call I 800 842-2776 for an SRA Enrollment
Kit or our interactive SRA Enrollment Software.
Or visit us on the Internet at gopher://tiaa-cref.org,
or http://www.tiaa-cref.org.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it. sM
:~
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l. Siami rrl p,.,r:, h1.111ranu Ralin.9 /lna(v.•i.1, 1995: Lip 1er Analytical Services, Inc., Lipper-Dir.-.-t.>rJ '/lnaly"'·al JJata, 1995 (Quarterly).
For more complete information. including ch :q~es and expenses, call 1 800 842-2733. extension 5509. for a prospectus.
Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money. TIAA-CRE~' Individual & Institutional Services, Inc., distributes CRE~' certificates.
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CHINA: A real
cross-cultural
experience
From Page 8
at the print shop and meeting many
peopJe I 1lew back to Hong Kong,
where I finished up some "vork and
came home.
·
On July l, 1997 Hong Kong
will be handed over to China, ending
Britain's 150-yearoccupation. There
has been a lot of media coverage on
the handing over of Hong Kong. In the
last I 0 years thousands of people have
left Hong Kong, afraid of what China
. wiil do on July I. A11 of the Chinese I
talked to weren't afraid of what was
going to happen. They don't think that
China will make any drastic changes
immediately. Hong Kong is one of the
largest financial cities in the world,
and it is doubtful that China would
change that. China is under contract
with Britain, and under the contract the
Chinese are required to leave Hong
Kong a capitalist society for 50 years.
This summer was a great experience for me. I made many friends
and visited places that were the beginnings of civilization and places that
have made history. I ate things that I
wouldn't normally eat, things like
snake, Iizard, scorpion and frog. I also
drank snake blood at a lunch where I
was the guest of honor. I became very
cultured this s~mmer and am looking
forward to return.
I also learned a lot from the
Chinese people. They were all very
unselfish and kind. I never had a problem with anyone. I i1ad heard and read
about the generosity of the Chinese,
but it didn't become real to me until I
went there.
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.· 6y Lena Wood · ·.;:·

·:

·... Staff reporter

Freshmen students are most vulnerable to sexual assault
from the first day they arrive on campus to Thanksgiving
Break. This period of time is termed: The Red Zone. It is a
time when freshmen need to take care of themselves and
each other.
Imagine a young freshman girl, drunk for the first time at a col- a mini-skirt or invites him to her room. No one deserves to be
lege party. Without any good friends or family around, she is in dan- raped. Rapists choose their victims for their vulnerability and
accessibility, without regard to physical apger. She is leaving herself an open target to the
pearance or reputation.
most common sex crime committed on camA rape occurs every 21 hours on each colpuses across the country, acquaintance rape~
Myth: Rape is the victim's fault if she
slept around/was drinking/invited him to
lege campus in the country. If you are raped:
otherwise known as date rape.
her room ...
l. Get to a safe place. Do not shower,
S.T.E.P.S. (Students & Staff for the EducaFact: No one asks to be raped.
bathe, douche or change clothes.
tion & Prevention of Sexual Assault) is cur2. Tell someone you trust.
rently posting fliers around campus to heighten
Myth: ··it will never happen to me."
3. Get to the nearest hospital.
awareness on sexual assault and the Red Zone.
Fact: A rape happens once every six
minutes in the United States and once
"Right now, freshmen are at high risk of
4. Report the incident immediately.
every 21 hours on a college campus.
5. Seek emotional support from a counsebecoming a sex crime victim, because they are
surrounded by a new environment, new people,
lor
or trusted friends or family.
Myth: A women could prevent herself
have increased freedom, and have easier opporS.T.E.P.S. is a group that can be contacted
from getting raped if she really wanted to.
Fact: 85 percent of rapes involve physical
if you or anyone you know is facing a probtunities to drink alcohol," Michelle Oja, vice
force.
In
87
percent
of
the
cases,
the
president of STEPS, said.
lem concerning sexual assau]t. They have
perpetrator carried a weapon or threatened
trained
advocates on call 24 hours a day. 7
A legally intoxicated person cannot give
to kill the victim. 20 percent of rape
days
a
week.
at 856-8344. Services are conconsent to sexual activity. A common myth
victims arc killed or pemianently injured.
fidential,
and
there is no charge.
regarding rape is a rapist is more likely to be a
Myth:
Rape
is
an
act
of
sex
and
passion
masked, crazed stranger who jumps out of the
Additional help can be found at the CWU
Fact: Rape is about power and violence.
Counseling
Center at 963-1391, or the
bushes, than a good-looking college student.
90 percent of all rapes are planned. The
Women's
Resource
Center at 963-2127. Also
Ninety percent of all rapes involve alcohol and/
average rape last 2-4 hours.
consider contacting University Police at 963or drugs and 85 percent of victims know their
2958.
assailants. The most common situation of ac"Without changing society you have to make every individual
quaintance rape occurs while attending parties, Oja said.
Another common myth is that it is the victim's fault if she wears aware that sexual assault is a problem:' Oja said.
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Maximum Risk=Maximum Rental
Movie Review

by Beckie Bruffey
Staff reporter

Do you think that students
should date professors?

by Mike Blankenship
Staff reporter

•Maximum Risk

··Maximum Risk," starring JcanClauJc Van Damme. was a good,
though s1creo1ypical. fast-paced action
movie Once again. Van Damme
played the part of identical twins.
(This could have been "Double Impact
Two.'') Separaced at birth, our hero,
Alan. learns of his brother's existence
after his death. Alan then journeys to
America where he attempts to learn as
much as he can about his mobster
brother and .the events leading to his
death.
Personally, I liked this movie. It
reminded me of many of my old favorites. The personality of Alan's
friend, a cab driver, reminded me of
the limo driver from "Crocodile
Dundee," when he made a timely arrival at an alley where Van Damme
was having a run-in with thugs.
The end of the movie was a recurn
t0 "Texas Chainsaw Massacre:· when
a psych0 FBI agent attempts to kill
Van Damme wich achamsaw. "Maximum Risk" was violent and had the
predictable female nudity found in
male-oriented movies. If you like
edge-of-your-seat action, this movie is
a definite must see. If not, wait to rent
it on video.

Question of the week

• Reviewer' s Verdict:

RENTER

Van Damme takes a shot at survival.

The latest Jean-Claude Van
Damme movie. "Maximum Risk," is
about what you would expect from the
martial-arts star; weak plot, bad acting, and plenty of knuckle sandwiches.
This time out Jean-Claude plays a
cop in France. He discovers he has a
twin after he finds him dead on the
street.
An inevitable case of mistaken
identity follows, and our hero is on the
run the rest of the movie, stopping
periodically to show off his hand-tohand combat skills. Van Damme's
running mate is Natasha Henstridge
from "Species."
"Maximum Risk" wasn't any better than any other Jean-Claude Van
Damme movie, but it wasn't any
worse either. After a slow start, the
typical special effectsa followed and
the show picked up.
If you're a Van Damme fan then
you will like this movie. if you ' re not.
this one won't win you over.
The only real "Maximum Risk" I
experienced was the thought that
someone I know might see me coming
out of this movie. Play it safe, and
catch it on video.

Photo from Sony Pictures

CLASSIC FILM SERIES
THE SHORTS
The Helpers - 5 min. Oct. 1
Stairway to Where - 9 min. Oct. 8
Getting Clean - 10 min. Oct. 15
The Sword - 6 min. Oct. 22
Fairy Tale - 10 min. Oct. 29
Grotesque- 10 min. Nov. 5

:~:'"'"·~CRUMB

:; ; :~:':i BELLE DE JOUR
·:::·:·::.::;:;:::·.:-:):

'.':'.:'::,:::i'5 SHANGHAI TRIAD
~-:·~ :-:~~.·=····:·:·~::·
.::···

.;::;:;::~::22
LAMERICA
··...

·:

·····:~·:·:·:·}

29 THE FLOWER OF
MY SECRET
.:::=~=·::.:·.:· •.

5 ANTONIA'S LINE

..

'•':·..:~·:·:·:·==:

r=·:·.:<:~j

... . _.....~.~=·

12 GRAND ILLUSION

:~(\::;:;::

Adml$:$ion

Single ticket: $2.50

•HAIRCARE
•SKINCARE

=::·=··=·<:Bargain pack: $7 .50 for five

~;,;.i;~'on,

Tic kets good for any film
Fall or Winter.
..\ vad ablc at: Jerrol's, Fo!.lr:Wrrlds, Ace records,
the English Dept., and the S:O:f~ Info. Booth
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AROMAOLOGY-THE ART AND SCIENCE
OF PURE FLOWER AND PLANT ESSENCES

EVENING APPOINTMENTS AVAIIABLE

McConnell
Auditorium
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•MAKEUP
• SPA BODY CARE

SALON FENIX 962-2600
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103 E. 4th SUITE 200
ELLENSBURG

H.a ir Care • Skin Care • Natural Colour
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Faculty jams
for audience
Ross Schultz said, the performances
are put on in order for students to
"have [their] creative juices stimulated." They are marvelous opportunities to learn more about the classical music traditions in our culture. as
opposed to the typical rock/rap/alternative fare on the airwaves. Plus, the
recital series provides a convenient
and relaxing break from the pressures

by Anitra Barlin
Staff reporter

____
The Music Department ' s recital
series got off to a promising start this
past weekend as faculty members
James Durkee and John Pickett performed select pieces of classical music on the guitar and piano.
Durkee started off the annual recital series Saturday night in Hertz
auditorium. He
performed guitar
selections from

'

'

of
studying .
Running an hour
in length, these
mini-concerts are
designed to fit
into even the
most hectic of
schedules . Best
of all, with a stu- Ross Schultz dent ID card, this
wonderful mus1- - - - - - - - - - - - cal series is abso-

sh0 veljerk digs
in t h is wee kend

Performances are put
on for students to
have their Creative
juices Stimulated.

artists Yacoh, Angel Barrios, and
Dionisio Aguado
among others.
Durkee's complex
and melancholy
renditions of classic guitar melodies were greeted enthusiastically by
a crowd of students and fellow !'acuity
members. He was followed Sunday
by Pickett's performance on the piano.
Included in his repetoire were works
by Chopin and DeBussy that moved
the audience.
For those who have never attended
a recital put on hy the Music Department here at Central, the experience is
not to be missed. As Faculty Chair

lutely free. So if you missed the opening performances this year, don ' t despair. On Oct. 9, Linda Marra will be
performing on Mezzo in Hertz auditorium at 8 p.m.: wilh the Wayne Hertz
Memorial Service and Hal Ott's exhibition on Dute rounding out the rest uf
the month. For more information and
to check further dates and times, contact the Music Department at 9631216.

-----------------

by Cory Rikard
Staff reporter
-----------------If the transition from summer vacation to back to
school has already got you in a rut, a stress reliever will
m::ike an appearance very shortly.
Shoveljerk, the hard-driving, somewhat psychedelic
rock group from Couer d'Alene will be playing an 8

Page 13
o'clock show in the SUB Ballroom on Friday.
The group, whose smail town roots helped inno.vate
its independent style, has just released its· debut album,
Swarm, now out from Capricorn Records.
The band is made up of Paul Hjort , bassist) Mark
Hemenway and guitarist Greg Hjort. Their drummer, Zw
Uddin, previously spent time with the group lnllatable
soule. Although Swarm is the band's debut, it isn't the
first for the members of the band.
Shoveljerk is a take-off of the Hemenway brothers'
and Hjon's former band, Black Happy . Black Happy
was made up of an eight-member rock band that used a
Jot of horn-driven music. Black Happy had an immense,
local following in their Idaho community and released
two independent studio albums: Friendly Dog Salad, and
the popular Peghead, plus a live alhum, The Last Po/kn.
All three have since been re-released on the Capricorn

lab~1hoveljerk's small town roots have a direct effect on

their music. Guitarist and lead vocalist Paul states that
everyoneisaproductoftheirenvironment,andtheirmusic starts where they grew up.
Shoveljerk brings its music and environment to the
SUB Ballroom this Friday night. Tickets are $6 in advance and $9 at the door. Advance tickets at the SUB
information Booth.
So if you feel you need that tension breaker, bring that
energy down to the SUB on Friday night to hear
Shoveljerk.
Mosh pit included.

r---·-- ·----
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After eight

months of
Cafeteria food,
all-nighters,

Think Spring Break. Seafirst is. In
fact, they want to send you and
three friends on a Spring Break
getaway with Alaska Airlines.

Yakima. WA
C509l 452-8287

Or give you other coot prizes like

ll

a Specialized' mountain bike, a

~ _-/•3!

CUSTOM & TRADITIONAL TATOOING
1000'S OF DESIGNS
BRIGHTEST COLORS AVAILABLE
f.EATURED IN SKINART &
TAlTOO REVIEW MAGAZINES
ARTISTS: JIM&JENNI ROSAL
BODY PIERCING BY JENNI

Pentium computer, even $1000
towards your tuition.

GET AGREAT
CHECKING ACCOUNT
& ENTER TO WIN

JIM &JENNrs DUALITY TATTOOS
l THE BODY ART PROFESSIONALS!! l

••••••••••••••••••••••
:I ~ FIRST ST.
:I

i THRIFT STORE i
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:

215 FIRST ST. • CLE ELUM
5,000 SQ. FT. of THRIFT!
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:
: DORM RETRO :
: APT. CLOTHES:
: FURNITURE
:

:

I
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I
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Antiques • Books • Music • Dishes • Linens
Shoes· Toys· LEVIS· Electronics
And all kinds of 2nd Hand stuff

50% off ENTIRE purchase
WITH YOUR STUDENT I.D.
"f''

1

-

exp. 10/lS/96
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~dorms,

and that

annoying person
down the halJ,

you1J be ready
· for this.
Really ready.

Open any Seafirst personal checking
account and you'll be automatically
entered to win. You'll get your first
order of checks free, too. Also
available: Versatel Checking
(free of monthly sm~ce charges).
student loans, credit cards, and more~
Sign up today at anv local branch or
call l-800-24-FIRST. (TTY/ TDD
usersdial 1-800-232-6200.i

1
SEAFIRST BAN~
/~\peel t~\c.:d/e11cc
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Alternative flicks go beyond
mainstream entertainment
that Richard Harrington of the Washington Post compared to "Dante's passage through the nine rings of hell."
Following "Lamerica," "The
Flower of My Secret" comes to Central on Oct. 29. Here, director Pedro
Almodo'var tells the story of Leo, a
middle aged supermarket romance
book writer and newspaper critic.
Leo, hopelessly not in love with her
husband Paco, finds herself dealing
with a divorce that she doesn't want,
hair in her soup, and insincere friends.
Caryn James of the Washington Post
writes that "much of 'The Flower of
My Secret' relies on delicious small
touches that convey a dark sense of the
absurd."
"Antonia ' s Line" follows "The
Flowerof my Secret" on Nov. 5th. In
what has been called Marleen Garris' s
feminist drama, Garris examines the
lives of Antonia, her daughter
Danielle, and her granddaughter.
Therese. This pastoral piece, set in a
small European town. begins and ends
with Antonia on her death bed. Here,
Antonia's story is revealed to us beginning with the amusing and zany
village people, whose nicknames include Crooked Finger, Loony Lips,
and Mad Madonna, after her return
from World War II. The story then
continues on with her daughter
Danielle. Danielle, who appears shy
on the surface, soon, like her mother.
discovers her independent streak as
she stabs the village rapist with a
pitchfork and negotiates reproductive
services from a mute, yet handsome
vii !age man, for the birth of her daughter, Therese.
''Grand Illusion," finishes off the
season on Nov. 12. "Grand Illusion,"
which won the Oscar for Best Foreign

by Paul Lohse

Welcome backl
7J days until X-mas b.reakl
Tbvr-sda~.

E

Oc...+. )

•SUB I 11, Register for
Fall Intramurals

u'""

g

'f"r-ida~.

Oc...t. 4

a)

•SUB 111, Last day for
d5 Fa11 Intramural sports
~ registration

c>S
l-

•9:30 p.m., The Buckboard
Live Band: Northwest
Stampede, no cover
• 10 p.m.-2 a.m., The
Mint
Dance Party!

c!.

'-

•all day, Volleyball
..c Western Oregon Invita::i
u• tional
•7 p.m., Sub-Varsity
§ Volleyball
8 v. Big Bend
::l

VJ

;S

.
VJ

0

·;;

.
()

•7-10 p.m., Morgan

:E Middle School; Com:/)

-0

munity Dance
c:
co Everyone welcome!
0
:J Dance lessons 7-8 p.m.
Cover: $2 donation

Svnda~.

Oc...+. ~

•3-10 p.m., Kittitas
County Fairgrounds
Gazebo; Jazz Festival
Purchase tickets at
Shapiros or Mailboxes
Etc.
$7 all day
$5 evening concert

~

_g •8 p.m.-midnight,

Dance at the Elks, 5th
..g and
Main

o
er.

·;;

Live band: Full Ride
<!'. Cover: $3 donation to
5 United Way
..c

u

Monda~.

Oc...t. 1

•7 p.m., Sub-Varsity
Volleyball
at Tacoma CC
•Fall Intramural Sports
begin.
Good Luck Teams!

er.

~

• 10 p.m.-2 a.m., The
~ Mint
c<:.> Dance Party!

lve-sda~.

:/)

Oc...+. B

>

•6 p.m., SUB 204

;; •Opening at Grand
6 Central Theatre:
Glimmerman • R'

PRSSA

LlJ

Sa+vr-da~.

Oc...+. 5

:; •all day. Volleyball
~I

Western Oregon Invita~I
tional
·_,1

:r,j
\... I

:-:1
:01 •all day. Cross Country

_gl

t-1
:~I

~it

Willametc· Invitationul

21

:r,I • l p.m .. "Women's
-§
:_, Soccer v. Simon Fraser

.

2

-;1 •I :30 p.m., Football
~I

v. Pacific Lutheran

'-I

~i

2i

•3 p.m .. Men's Soccer
1
~~I
Cascade College
._
\ ' .

•7 p.m., SUB 204
College Democrats

•3 p.m., Men's Soccer
v. Ev ergreen State

•7 p.m., Volleyball
v. St. Martin's
•8 p.m., Hertz Recital
Hall
Faculty Recital Series:
Dr. Linda Marra, Mezzo
•8-9 p.m., Austin's Eats
Poetry reading:
Aaron Baker
Clayton Darwin

Staff reporter
Central's classic film series hit the
big screen of McConnell Auditorium
last Tuesday evening with "Crumb."
"Crumb"' kicked off a series of seven
films that will be shown on Tuesday
nights at 7p.m. in McConnell. Below
is a short description of the films playing this season.
"Crumb," Terry Zwigoffs documentary, explored the life and times of
nerd antihero and counter-culture
comic creator of "Mr. Natural." "Fritz
the Cat," and "Zap Comix," Robert
Crumb. Set in San Francisco and
Crumb's upscale Philadelphia home,
Zwigoff brings Crumbs disgust and
loathing of American culture alive.
During the movie, we see Crumb commenting on past relationships with cxwives and girlfriends, visiting his family in Philadelphia, and being caught
up in his satiric and sometimes
offensiv drawing, which Crumb is
known for around the world.
Following "Crumb," "Belle de
Jour" plays Oct. 8. The film, by surrealist director Luis Bunuel, looks· at
the double reality of Perverse
Severine. Severine, a Persian house
wife of a handsome and loving surgeon by night, caters to her fantasy
world by day as a prostitute in a
brothel. Severine' s affairs become a
bit more complicated when a gangster
tries to make Severine his mistress.
When Severine leaves the brothel over
this issue, the gangster shoots
Severine's husband .
"Shanghai Triad" comes to the big
screen on Oct. 15. In "Shanghai
Triad,'' Tang Shuisheng, a young
Chinese boy, finds himse 1f indentured
to his unscrupulous uncle. who is involved in the prostitution and opium

Grotesque
Nov.5
trade. Set during the 1930s in Shanghai, Tang is assigned to Jewel. mistress of the local godfather, Mr. Tang.
A close friendship soon ensues between Tang and Jewel.
In Gianni Amelia's "Lamerica,"
Italian venture capitalist, Fiore, and his
sidekick Gino venture to the postcommunist wastelands of modem Albania on Oct. 22. There, they plan on
embezzling Italian government subsidi~s by establishing a non-existent
shoe factory. They choose for their
front man a 70-year-old former political prisoner and Italian World War II
deserter, Spiro Tozai. Placing the senile Tozai in a home, Fiore and Gino
plan on bringing him out for official
functions only. This plan soon backfires, however, when Spiro, who be1ieves that only a few years have
passed since World War IL escapes,
seeking to return to Italy in a voyage

tliin~first

"If you

c{assJ
you've got to go first c{ass."
Shop Berry's for Family Fashion and Gifts.
FREE Quality Gift Wrapping!
Open Seven Days
A Week

Across From
Safeway
FASHIONS • GIFTS • SERVICE

Welcome C.W.U. Students!!!

.....................
$5.00 off
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•I 0 p.m.-2 a.m., The
Mint
Dance Party!

Have something you want in
the calendar"? Contact Laura
at the Observer, 963~1036 or
bring the information to Bouil~
Ion 222 on the Friday before

See Film Series/page 16
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A fan shows approval of Friday's performance by Jethro Tull with a
raised fist.
Photo by Josh Cooley

Buffett and Tull wow Gorge crowd
by Josh Cooley
Staff reporter
The 1996 summer concert series at
The Gorge Amphitheater came to a
festive end this weekend with shows
on all three nights.
About 5,500 people came to see
Jethro Tull perform on Friday night,
with Emerson, Lake. and Palmer as the
opener. The sun was setting as the
concert began, and the white clouds on
the horizon melted into tones of orange and pink on top of the rich, blue
backdrop of the sky.
By the time the opening act was
finished, the sky had turned black and
an almost full moon was rising from
behind the hills surrounding the amphitheater.

The crowd exploded into cheers as
Jethro Tl.ill appeared on stage. They
began their set with "Aqua Lung," one
of their most popular songs. Their
performance was bursting at the seams
with piano, synthesizer and flute
instrumentals. laced with funky bass
riffs and steady vocals.
Jethro's show included: ··crossEyed Mary," "Locomotive Breath,"
and "Songs From the Wood.,.
The band left the stage about an
hour and a ha.If later to a standing ovation. The concert was a success, just
as the 21 shows before it had been.
Concert 23 was the next night.
The smell of barbecues fill~d the air,
the stage was decorated Carribean
style and 20,000 people were on hand
to see Jimmy Buffett. The "parrot-

heads," as Buffett fans arc referred to,
were in full party mode by the time the
show started. One of the most common questions for Gorge staff members was ''Where's the beer garden?"
B~ffett performed his first two
songs high atop a man-lift, a hydraulic lift commonly used in construction
to reach high places. The man-lift was
placed in a main cross aisle situated
between the general admission area
and the reserved seating area. Security temporarily shut down the cross
aisle, which happened to be the only
way for thousands of fans to reach
their seats in the reserved seating area.
Many fans became irritated and rowdy

See SHOWS/Page 17
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You'vE HAD CLASSES
WITH THEM.
You'vE SEEN THEM
PLAY.
HEAR THEM AGAIN
FOR THE FIRST TIME.
CONSIDER THIS THE
BEGINNING.
THE NEW COMPACT DISC

I I NEW SONGS FROM CENTRAL'$ FAVORITE POWER TRIO.
ON SALE NOW AT RODEO RECORDS & ACE RECORDS.

CD Release Partl/ at Austin's £ ats
Wed. Oct. 16th, 8 pm • $2 Cover
A

LIF'ETIME OF' MEMORIES

Same great service, same great staff,
PLUS two new counselors and two new medical providers
.
all dedicated to your success at cwu.

• Anger Management
• Eating Disorder Support Group
•Developing Positive Self-Esteem
• Tai Chi/Stress Diffusion and Relaxation
• Test Anxiety Reduction
•Non-Traditional Students Support Group
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$3.00 Donation to
United way

The CWU Health and Counseling Center has extended hours of operation.
We are open Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., now with
full coverage during the noon hour, and
Tuesday and Thursday nights from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
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Alien sighted near West Interchange
New bar to
open· soon
by Aimee Peterson
Asst. Scene Editor
At the 1-90 Interchange, the .old
Frazz's sign has retired, and the building is under renovation for
Ellensburg· s newest restaurant, which
is scheduled to open Oct. 10.
Ralph Streano. owner of the soonto-open Roswell Cafe. is no stranger
to the restaurant business. He previously ran the largest night club in
Anchorage, Alaska. Streano first visited Ellensburg to sec his son Gino, a
music major in his junior year at Central.
"Ir (Ellensburg) was different and
refreshing,'' Streano said. "I fell in
love with the small town atmosphere,
and it was a coincidence this place was
available.··
Burnt out on big cities, Streano
moved to Ellensburg and decided to
open Roswell Cafe.
The name "Roswell" is taken from
the town in New Mexico, where, in
1954. an unidentified flying object
supposedly crashed.
"Everyone is interested in the possibilities of UFOs." Streano said. ''I
am no more interested than the next
guy. An alien planted the idea in my
head and led me to this beautiful town
of Ellensburg.''
The Roswell Cafe contains a restaurant, two dance floors. a spacious
game room. two bars, two giant screen
televisions and I 0 video monitors.
The "UFO/outer space" theme continues throughout the establishment. with
pictures of the planets and stars deco-

Alien settings are the theme of a new club in Ellensburg.

Women's rights
activist to speak
Central Washington University is
proud to welcome the singer/
songwriter Judy Gorman to Club Central on Oct. 9. She is an outspoken
supporter of women's rights and for
the empowerment
of women, who
. has performed
both in Europe and
N o
t
h
America. Gorman
will be performing
two shows, the first
at noon in the SUB
Pit, and the second at 8 p.m. in CWU's
Club Central.
These events are free for all to attend, and are sponsored by CWU
Campus Life and the Women's Resource Center.

- Photo illustration

Film Series:
Classic films
visit Central

The cafe already has a full calen- that "will blow you away," Ben Warrating the walls. During lunch hours
a variety of videos play for the custom- dar of events planned. There will be ren, floor manager and DJ, said.
"It's not your average EJiensburg
ers. During dinner hours these change major monthly promotions with
Central's CATS radio station broad- bar," Warren said. "It's a different
to computer-animated videos.
The menu for the restaurant will be casting live. The first planned event concept than what Ellensburg is used
a combination of American and Mexi- is a giant Halloween party, continuing to. It's more of a west-side type thing.
can dishes, with prices ranging from with a Thanksgiving party in Novem- We want to play what the people will .
ber and different theme parties each dance to. A lot of mood-type music,
$4 to $8.
"It's going to be a better restaurant/ month. At these parties, guests will not a whole lot of rap."
The music is also subject to
nightclub in Ellensburg," Hollis have chances to win CDs, professional
Mitchell, a Roswell Cafe cook, said. sporting event tickets, T-shirts and change, just depending on what people
request.
"The portions are blfge and the price dinners.
Streano wants people to have a
Streano is also broadcasting Monis low ... you're getting a real deal.''
One of the bars fo the restaurant is day night football games at the restau- good time and enjoy themselves, but
centrally located and serves 14 differ- rant with prize giveaways, drink spe- is also concerned about customers
ent beers along with various mixed cials. and chances to win Seahawk who are not in control when driving
drinks. while the other bar - located tickets. Other sporting events that will home. The staff at the Roswell Cafe
be shown at the cafe are the Holyfield . will call cabs for anyone they feel has
near one of the two dance floors .
vs. Tyson fight Nov. 9 and Seattle Su- had too much to drink.
serves only beer and shots . .
''The last thing we want is people
··we want this to appeal to every- personic games.
Wednesday and Thursday nights, a leaving over-served," Streano said.
one." Strcano said. "We want moms
He went on to say that the staff
and dads bringing in the kids, truck band will take over the stage.
drivers can come in for something a · Streano's son, Gino, is the bass player will monitor the patrons as best they
little different. we want the summer of "Bad Manners," the first scheduled can to ensure no one is served too
and Gorge traffic. we want the college band perfonning. Friday and Saturday much.
"We want this to be a fun place
students . .and we want the town of nights, the DJ controls two complete
sound systems, and a lighting system to come,'' Streano said.
Ellensburg.'·

From Page 14
Film by director Jean Renoir will finish up the season. The film explores
the relationship between three French
POW escapees and prison commander
Bon Rauffenstein during World War
II. French mechanic, Marechal, Jewish banker, Rosenthal, and aristocratic
Frenchman, Boieldieu, after a failed
escape attempt, find t_hemselves being
sent deep into the heart of Germany.
Here, these different individuals find
their normal social relationships complicated and twisted by the War. ·
Admission to the shows produced
by CWU's English Department, Student Affairs Diversity Programs, International Programs, and ASCWU/
Campus life will run $2.50 for a single
ticket and $i50 for five tickets.
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CD Review

soundtrack
"High School
•The High School High High."
Soundtrack
Being the
hip-hop hungry
3 1/2 out of 5
individual I am,
I quickly noticed
some of my favorite artists on this CD. "High School
High" is quite unique, offering a wide
range of music from the R&B and Rap
world.
The rap side is represented to the
fullest with proven East and West
Coast rappers such as KRS-ONE. WuTang Clan, Spice I, and E-40 and The
Click.
The R&B side has big name enterPhoto courtesy of TriStar
tainers Jodeci, Faith Evans . and
This week I had an opportunity to D' Angelo, making this a star-studded
check out Tri-Star Motion Picture soundtrack.

The rap and vocals are tight on this
album, which shouldn't be surprising
with the talent assembled. Each track
could stand on its own, which is rare
on most soundtracks or compilations.
"High School High" uses a variety
or samples (beats or portions from
other songs) to hook a listener. Everything from Changing Faces using a
sample from The Average White
Band's "Person IO Person," to Spice I,
E-40 & The Click using Kool & The
Gang's ''Get Down On It." "High
School High" might even lure ~a rock
fan with the Braid's hip-hop version of
Queen' s "Bohemian Rhapsody. "
I found this CD robe a nice addition to my collection. and I would recommend it to any real htp-hop fam .. I
gave this album 3 I /'J. out or 5 on my
scale.
-Pltil Corbin

so evident in
their past videos
was brought to
•Tool !Enima
the
album
cover. Three
different de4 out of 5
signs can be
viewed through
the special holographic cover of the
CD. Guitarist Adam Jones says the
entire package is important when creating a record.
"We treat everything we do (album
art, posters, videos, etc.), with as much
thought as we put into writing and recording the record.''
From top to bottom this record signifies a new direction in the way the
Photo from cover of Aenima band has created its music. The first
Tool has recumed to the airwaves. track. "Stink fest'', is the prelude that
.tEnima. the new release from the Los signifies the vast directions by which
Angeles-based band is full of angst this album wanders. Probably the bigridden lyrics and a large array of mu- gest strength of iEnima is that the lissical potency. Their energy is relent- tener never knows what to expect.
less and candor vivid. But this only beWith a new bass player, Justin
gins to descrihe the musical efficiency Chancell?r. who replaced Spokane
and total package thal Tool offers its native. Paul D' Amour, Tool has translisteners. The packaging of .tEnima formed their sound from a hard- edged
can keep a listener's attention through- borderline punk band ro a well-refined
out the time it takes to listen to the al- veteran of the alternative music scene.
bum. The stop-motion action that was even though they have been together

for only five years.
The prevailing theme of the al hum
is exhibited in such songs as "H.", and
"Third Eye'', which hcgins : "see I
thiqk drugs have done good thmgs for
us. Go home and take all of your
records, CD's and cassettes and bum
them beeause the people who matle all
of that great music were really high on
drugs."
Drummer Danny Carey elaborates by saying, "Our main goal when
we're together is to write music in a
forum where we can involve our subconscious as well as our conscious. To
make that happen we use every tool
available to us. be it sigils. mind-altering chemicals, fragrances or whatever
modem technology can supply."
.tEnima dr,aws the listener in then
spits them out into a sea or psychological confusion and into a state of euphoric meltdown. This album is as
diverse as the cover that encloses it.
The band uses man>' different aspects
of sound to accomplish their desired
product.
-Jeff Foster

CD Review

Shows: Summer concerts over
From Page 15
· due to their inahility to reach their
seats. But their irritation disappeared
as Buffett took the stage. However,
their rowdiness did not.
Sunday '-s concert was mellow in
comparison to Saturday's. As Buffett
left the stage, the sun was setting. It
was a symbolic moment for The Gorge
staff; the seteing of the sun symbolized
the end of Lhe season.
"It was a very successful season:·
a Music Corporation of America operations manager said. who asked to
remain anonymous. "We will break
our atlendance record by 30.000. with
280,000 patrons this season."
Why are sO'many people coming to
see concerts at The Gorge? One reason is the localion. The Gorge is
within driving distance from almost
anywhere in the state.
The magnificent views and surreal
sunsets arc another reason for The
Gorge 's popularity. The natural amphitheater sits on basalt cliffs high
above the Columbia River.
Col orful sunsets and great views
are not the only reason, though, for the
success and popularity of The Gorge.
The Gorge staff is a hig factor in bringing patrons back.
The number one priority for management at The Gorge is the attention
paid to patrons. Gorge sraff take a
''Walt Disney S1yle': approach to customct serxice. 'T.tiey try'astard as they

can to make The Gorge the happiest
place on earth.
MCA contracts most of the staff:
food services. security, stage hands.
stage crews, and Grant County for
more security needs.
The facility operations employees.
which includes many CWU students,
were hand-picked at the beginning of
the season. About 200 people attended
a job fair in Quincy last April. About
80 people were chosen. out of those
200, to attend an orientation at The
Gorge a couple weeks later. Gorge
managers chose employees based
upon their ability to work well with
others. solve problems effectively.
work efficiently, and most importantly, be friendly with patrons.
These are some reasons The Gorge
was the number one amphitheater in
the country last season and has a great
chance of retaining that status this season. Another reason is improvements.
The major improvements were: the
construction or a new stage, construction of"'the cliff house" for patties: the
construction of box-seats at the back
of the reserved seating section: new
asphalt for reserved seating; and new
contouring of"the grass terraces and
lawns in general admission.
The Gun!e tloes not plan to embark
on any major improvements for next
season. MCA does plan to continue to
expand on the lilllc things 1har put the
icing on the cakc,.sucn as paving the
remaining\hr(P.aJiiw~'~· _ . ~ : .•
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Don't forget to register to vote for the November
elections. This Thursday and Friday is your last
chance.
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* $1 POUNDERS TUESDAY
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."Hey! Want a lot
of pizza for ·a little
dough? Come to
my joint, or I'll
deliver to yours!"

Godfathers\! Pizza.
Ellensburg
506 S. Main St.
962-1111

'H""e ~eli"Ire.r-! · ~

2 Large
Super
Pepperoni Pizzas
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~--------------,----------------

Jumbo Pepperoni

.,

1
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I
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I
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This i._iday,
.·
Oct. 4
8:00 pm

Tickets:
$6.00 advance
$9.00 at the door
Pick 'em up at the
SUB Info Booth

su·B Ballroom

.m
Intran1ural Sports Program and I-Io1neco1ning VVeek present the
j~)nd Annual
~

Saturday October 19, 1996
C\'St: 520.00
,\ ncluucs T-Shirts for each player )

Men's & Women's Divisions
\if-11 LI)'•:lt Cn ivcrsity Rccrc:ition sen 111
Limited to the First 16 teams in each division
lnr

In"'(' 1!l format ion

c:d I <JG:LJ.512

l" c-nni:mc ti nr' •. 11li \;:1tional
1•

Collc~iatc

/\lco!.iol /\wa rcnc'' Weck

on
SUB 6.AMES ROOM
. @

.

-~

Ne\v Hours:
Mon. - Sun.

lOam-lOpm
Weekly Pool Tourneys
Various Other Tourneys
Something for Everyone

New Items .for 96/97
*
*
*

*
*

Darts
Billiard Pro Shop
wI Rental Cues
Monthly & Quarterly
Pool and Gan1e Cards
New Equipment
Green Felt coming
end of October -

_Ob_se_r_ve_r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _T_
hu_rs_da~y_. _O
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SPORTS
'Cats whip Whitworth, fall to Willamette, Cal-Poly
by Lisa Allen and

Dan Hanken
Staff reporters
Central. the defending co-national
champion football s4uad.·started its
season off with a bang, demolishing
Whitworth University 35-7 in the season opener Sept. 14.
Central. which ended -the school's
'most successful season last year with
a national football championship,
traveled to Zacpfcl Stadium in Yakima
to begin the defense of their title.
The Wildcats controlled every
facet or the game , out-producing
Whitworth in almost every statistical
catcgor) .
By half-time, the Wildcats had
jumped out to a 20- 7 lead, led by
redshirt freshman running back Dan
Murphy, and solid play by the offensive line.
Murphy produced 121 first half
yards and finished the game with a 144
total yards and two touchdowns.
Despite the loss of Central's quarterback Jon Kitna, arguably the best
NAIA college player last year, senior
quarterback Ryan Fournier stepped in
to the spotlight, displaying some talent of his own as quarterback for the
first time.
Fournier threw for 213 yards and
two touchdowns completing 22 or 31
passes.
One of Fournier's touchdown
passes went to All-American Kenny
Russaw and the other a 32-yard strike
to newly-acquired Walla Walla Community College transfer student, Tony
Frank.
Although Russaw is used to catch-

• Game J: Central 35,
Whitworth 7
• Game 2: Willamette 34,
Central 14
•Game 3: Cal-Poly 49,
Central 14
• Next Game: Home game, Sat
urday_,Oct. 5 at I :30 pm against
PLU.
*individual Game Stats:
RICO INIGUEZ... Linebacker,
leads the Wildcats with 40 tackles
including 21 solo stops and three
tackles for .losses.· Iniguez was
named the player of the game versus Whitworth and Sub Shop
Player of the Week after his performance against Willamette.
MARK TIPTON ... Defensive
Back, must have Whitworth's play
book or something, having interceptions against them both this year
and last.
JULIAN HAMM .... who is
listed as a third string running back
behind Dan Murphy and Rick
Robillard, already has over 100
yards and a touchdown this season.
KENNY RUSSAW .... a NAIA
All-American, has had a touchdown catch in seven consecutive
games for the Wildcats.

With a record of 1-2, the team prepares for its first home game against
Pacific Lutheran University on Saturday.
Arlene Jimenez/Observer
- - ' - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --------··- -

ing passes from former quarterback
Jon Kitna, he has much respect for
Fournier.
·'Fournier is doing one hell of a job
at quarterback." Russaw said.

The Wildcats then traveled to Salem, Oregon to play nationally-ranked
Willamette University Sept. 21, where
they were handed their first Loss of the
season with a 34-14 defeat.
Willamette's defense held the
Wildcat"s offense to 240 total yards
with only 35 yards on the ground.
"That was a very frustrating
game," Russaw said. ''Nothing was
clicking offensively or defensively.
The bollom line is we didn't come prepared to play and that will never happen again."
One thing clicking for the Wildcats was Rico Iniguez. He racked up
13 tackles, one for a loss of yards, a
quarterback sack and an interception,
which he returned for 15 yards.
Iniguez was also named the Wildcat

Sub Shop Player-of-the-Weck~
The Wildcat~' schedule then led
them to California to face the NCAA
Division I-AA Cal-Poly Mustangs.
who dealt the Wildcats their second lost
with a 49-14 defeat. The Mus-tangs
jumped out to an early 14-0 lead, scoring on their first two possessions.
After driving down the field for a
rouchdown. the Mustangs blocked a
punt which set up their second score of
the quarter.
Defensive Back. Mark Tipton, set
the Wildcats up for a touchdown after
returning a fumble recovery for 38
yards to the Mustang 33 yard line. On
the ensuing drive, Dan Murphy put the
Wildcats back in the game after a I yard touchdown run. making the score
14-7.

Cal-Poly continued to Juminatc the
game until Kenny Russa'A caught :.i
two-yard pass from Fournier amt took
it 64 yards up the field fur a touchdown, his seventh consecutive game
with a TD reception.
. Russaw rinished with five receptions for l I I yards and a ne touchdown.
Fournier completed 19-42 passes
for 192 yards while Julian.Hamm wa~
the leading rusher for the Wildcats
with 49 yards on six carries. ·
"Despite the two losses, the team
is coming together and we'll be ready
to prove that Saturday," Russaw said.
On Saturday, the Wildcats will
have the home field advantage over
NAIA division rivals PLU, starting at
I :30 p.m.

Wildcat volleyball set for a winning season
by Darci Grimes
Staff reporter

Central's varsity volleyball team
has plenty to celebrate after winning
both of their home games this weekend.
The Wildcats hosted Montana
State Friday evening at Nicholson
Pavilion, beating the Yellow Jackets
three games in a row and raising their
season record to 13-5. Junior Sarah
Carney hit over 45 percent and had
only one error in 22 attempts.
Saturday night the Wildcats beat
Western New Mexico State after a vigorous rour-game battle agamst the
Mustangs. Junior Mary Chi and freshman Teanah Trolio each had 13 kills
at net. which helped bring the league
record up to 2-0.
The Wildcats arc headed up hy
Coach Mario Andaya, who is serving

letter winners from last year. Returning players include All-league setter
Tracy Harmon, who averaged 9.9 assist a game, outside hitters Sarah
Ludes-Camey and Magan Prkut .
Carney, a junior from Selah had
195 kills, 31 service ace_s and 311 digs
last season. Prkut, a 5'9 senior from
Montesano had 133 kills, 22 aces and
55 blocks.
Andaya believes that the Wildcats
are more consistent than last year.
There are also a few freshmen who
will be assisting the Wildcats.
Several key players to look for this
season include: Sr. Tracy Harmon.
who was All Conference last year; Sr.
Megan Prkut, who 1s the team·s leading hitter: and Juniors Mary Chi and
Sarah Camey. In order to cha Ilengc
for the Pacific Northwest Athletic
Conrcrence titic. Andaya said that his
team ..viii have to rely on ball cnntrol
and defense. And so tar it shows.
··Defensively we're JOO percent
\,.
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"The team is looking forward to the
competition," Andaya said.
Central' s next game is this
weekendat the Western Oregon Invitational, Oct. 4-5.
The next home game will be Oct.
9 at 7p.m. against St. Martin's in
Nicholson Pavilion.
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Soccer teams kick off new season

.

to .start

Home game
opener on
Saturday

by Nora-Marie Myers
Staff reporter
For those students with a
little extra time and energy. Central offers <ln Intramurai Sports
Program every quarter.
This fall. men's and Co-Ed
!lag football, men's, women's
and Co-Ed soccer, six aside
men's and women's basketball,
and open basketball leagues are
being offered. Tournaments be. ing offered are two on two basketball. pickleball. badminton,
and racquetball.
The last day of registration is
Fri. Oct. 4, and the first day of
fall intramural sports is Mon.
Oct. 7. For all managers on
Thurs. Oct. 3.
Also being offered this fall
are the Wildcat Nightgames,
which consist of late nights at
the pool. three on three basketball, two on two indoor soccer,
j
' · two on two badminton, and extended hours at Nicholson Pavilion.
Students interested should
sign up in SUB 111 by Friday
Oct. 4. or call 963-3512.

by Kari Belton
· Assistant Sports Editor
Despite injuries and eligibility
hassles, Central' s women· s soccer
players are kicking their way to a
comeback. ·
"Last season our ties were as good
as losses," Coach Larry Foster said.
"We tied with teams we had beaten
before. Our mission this year is to find
a way into the playoffs."
The women on the team have dedicated themselves to getting there. Last
week's game ·against Gonzaga gave
t_hem an opportunity to show their
determination.
"We went ahead and gave up the
usual two shots," Foster said. "A
couple of years ago we would have
rolled over and lost. This year they
brought it together on the field, found
a way to win, and won convincingly.
It's good to see player responsibility."
Injuries have plagued both the
men's an.P women's teams this season.
Freshman Stephanie Grovdahl underwent surgery on her Achilles tendon ,
and junior Jennifer Thompson is out
with an ankle injury. Neither player

I Central's
I

men's soccer team prepare to face Cascade College this Saturday.
.
David Dick/Observe~

will likely compete.
''We are trying to convert mid-fielders to play in the back," Foster said,
"and it's be'en a real struggle for us.
There's not a lot of bench time for
them."
The· women will take on Simon
Frasier at noon, Oct. 5.
Foster is also serving as men's
coach for the first time.
"We started out like a house on fire

and now we're starting to put some of
it out," Coach Foster said. "Our last
tw? weeks of practice have been better."
Foster describes his first year with
the men's team as "really frustrating,"
due to unrecognized potential and an
inability to sustain intensity.
"We're having difficulty dealing
with adversity, instead of finding ways
to win," Foster said.

Like the women's team, the men
have had to deal with their share of
injuries. Also, the NCAA denied
freshman Donavan Welch's appeal to
play for the Wildcats.
"Our freshmen have really come
through for us; they didn't have a
choice," Foster said. "Tim Burke is a
fas.t teamer. He's able to play out of
position and gets his minutes in. During our last game he scored I0 seconds
after walking onto the field. Kall is and
Sauve have really stepped up too."
Foster feels the freshmen will provide a good nucleus for next year's
team.
"I think we've taken stock of where
we are," Foster said. " We've had a
really good week of practice. The best
we've had since the first week of September."
The men will host Cascade College
at 3 p.m on Sat. Oct. 5.

READ THE
OBSERVER SPORTS SECTION
TO GET THE LATEST SCOOP ON
YOUR FAVORITE CWU TEAMS!

Welcome To Ellensburgs'
Leading Fitness Center

'
Lift Weights
-andAttend Our Reebok
Step Aerobics

FREE FIRST VISIT

962-9277
202 N. PINE

Special CWU Student Rates
Member Northwest Athletic Club Association.
Join our club and you join 100 N.W. Clubs.
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Central Volleyball
""
victorious over
Western N~w Mexico
Above: Mary Chi recovers after
diving for a ball in the second
game on Saturday. Left: Coach
Mario Andaya meets with his
team after a loss in the third
match. The team came back in
the fourth match to win the
game (Above left).
David Dick/Photo .e ditor
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Trammell drops
basketball for track
·by Kristy Yingling
Sports Editor

''

I expect the

After towering over last season's
scoring record, junior Nicole Trammell
has chosen not to play with the Central
~omen· s basketball team this season.
Last year Trammell transferred to
Central in hopes of resparking the
women· s basketball team. She did just
that by averaging 21.2 points a game
and scoring 530 points for the season,
which helped advance the Wildcats to
the Pacific Northwest Conference playoffs for the first time.
..I expect the scoring to be picked up
by the team,·· Coach Nancy Katzer
said, "probably by two or three women
on the team to make-up for the 21
points that N,icole scored."
Instead of playing basketball this
season, Trammell has decided to tum
out for track and field . Trammell is
planning on throwing the shot put and
javelin. She has three years eligibility
for track and two years eligibility in
basketball left.
Katzer recruited both Trammell and
Freshman Jennifer Sharp last season in
hopes that the two would quickly tum
the team around. But, as it stands now.
both women are no longer on the team.
Sharp quit early last sea~on stating that

scoring to be
picked up by
the team.
- Nancy .Katzer
their were some conflicts with Katzer.
"I get along with Nancy really
well." Trammell said in the Yakima
Herald Sunday's edition.
Trammell was unwilli~g to comment further on this subject.
Trammell has decided that only
taking on a single sport this year will
help her focus more on school and her
individual self, where basketball is a
team-oriented sport.
Trammell told the Herald that depending on how badly she misses basketball will determine whether or not
she will return to the team.
This season Katzer has young talented players that have been recruited
from all over the state. She is looking to the.returning players to step-up
and take charge.

'women's
wrestling
begins

..,v

,(3.1) miles in competition, is a young

team. Only one senior, Heather
- - - - - - - - - - - MacPhee, is on this years roster.
In addition to being the only senior
Central cross country, off and run- on the squad, MacPhee is also
ning with three meets already com- Central' s top woman cross country
pleted, is looking to do well this sea- runner, turning in a time of 19:28 last
son. Coach Kevin Adkisson is espe- weekend.
cially optimistic about the chances for
The Wildcats' cross country team
the men's team, with many runners . can be found every Saturday, running
returning from last season.
on trails and in parks around the NorthAdkisson said that the men, led by west.
sophomore James Day, are competing
The team competes in invitational
well enough to.earn an invitation to tournaments against up to IO other
nationals this year .
colleges at a time.
Last week at Simon-Frasier, Day
Cross Country travels to Oregon
ran 8K (5 miles) in 25:20, a time com- this Sat. to compete at Willamette Uniparable to the top athletes in the sport. versity in Salem.

Central ruggers
ready to rumble
- - - - - - - - - - - g r i t t i n g , grass-earing, muscle-flexing
by Todd Nealey
sport is just around the corner! No I'm
Staff reporter
_ not talking football. rm talking about
- - - - - - - - - --the hardest-hitting, most physical game
That" s righL the hard-hitting, teeth- that's played without any kind of protecuon. I'm tal kmg Rugby!
The season got underway with the
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LIND_ER CHl,ROPRACTIC CENTER
DR. MYRON LINDER
DR. SANDY LINDER ,

•HODGEMAND WADERS

Coopers fly Shop Located on the Yakima River

962-2570
1O11 N. Alder
Located close to campus

in Ellensburg

Rugby club meeting on

Shawna Hronek, who is president
of the women's club said that she was .

I II

SO& N. Mai"

Mon.-Sat. 9-5
962-5259 FAX: 962-4071

The women's team. which runs 5K

by Mike Parker
Assistant Copy Editor
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CAST AWAy WITH TH E

•12 YEARS EXPERIENCE
•UMPQUA FLIES
•LOOP REELS
•CUSTOM ROD BUILDING
•SCIENTIFIC ANGLERS EQUIPMENT
•TALON RODS
•FLY TYING

X-Country in it
for the long run

1

This year will be the ffrst y~ar '
that the women's wrestling team
will be looked at as an official varsity sport.
The women are competing in
freestyle wrestling, at a national
level. Kevin Pine is the coach of
the eight women on the team.
Andy Boe will also be assisting
Pine with the coaching details.
··we will be tough with the
women coming back," Boe said.
''The women like to compete and
are doing very well."
Boe said that just in the last year
he has seen the skill level of this
women's sport grow tremendously.
He is also pleased with the exposure that this sport as a whole is receiving.
The eight woman team will be
traveling to Calgary, Alberta on
Oct. 26 for their first official
match.
If you are interested call Boe at
962-4512. The first official meet' ing is on Monday Oct. 7 at 5 p.m.
upstairs in Nicholson Pavilion.

Professional River Guide and Pro Shop
Full and Half-Day Tours

·
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said.
The meeting was basically to answer
questions and inform the team memhers what the practices and games
would be like.
"Most of the girls were nervous,
because they have never played rugby
before, but I told them not to worry
because I was in their shoes at one
time," Hronek said.
The first practice was on Wednesday, but if you are still interested President Hronek would be more than

happy to see you.
Practices will be held every Mon-

J=====~~~~~~~============:i ~;:==========:;===========11 day
and Wednesday from 4 - 6 p.m.
between the football and the baseball
~t's

Like Being
·Paid to Study.~.
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Alpha Plasma Center

f~

502 W. Nob Hill Blvd. #4
Yakima ( 1 mile from YVCC)
457-7878

You can earn up to
~I s14s your 1st month.

~1 ~~PI NG

:·8;,~s "

StudV Address:

your

0'

3 DAYS ONLY!
Friday. Oct. 4th, Saturday, Oct. 5th
and Sunday. Oct. 6th

AT BERRY'S PARKING

,

Bring your
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1
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books and study

1
1
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you donatj
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I

1. Picture ID
2. Co Hege ID
,.
3. Birthdate verification *;
4. SS # verification
· .·

Become a Plasma

A

~.

; •P!LLOWS
: •COMFORTERS
•FEATHERBEDS

s11dv Requirements:

•

Studv Hours:.
8-7 Mon. - Thurs.
8-5 Friday
8-4 Sat. & Sun.

fields. Hronek is very excited for the
season ahead.
"It's a lot of fun but a lot of work
too," she said.
On the men's side, coach Shane
Anderson is also very pleased with the
start of another season. The men's
rugby club will meet for the first time
today at 3 p.m. in room 112 at Shaw. Smyser Hall.
Coach Anderson is expecting a big
turnout and encourages anyone who is
interested come to the meeting .
"It is so much fun, and you don't
even have to know how to play,"
Anderson said.
So come one, come all and have a
great time playing rugby. It's rough
and tough, but it's a neat experience
and a lot of fun.

%L----------

LOT--STH & RUBY
ELLENSBURG.

CASH & CHECKS ONLY
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STATE OF WASHINGTON
SUPPORT OF CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
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~JC~·he State of Washington will support the cost of education to Central Washington Universitv ~U~

i!!~tudents during Academic Year 1996-97 to the approximate amounts of the following table:· ~U~
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FREE T-SHIRT
+ $1000

THE
GYM

Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities, sororities & groups. Any
campus organization can raise up
to $1000 by earning a whopping
$5.00NISA application.
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65
Qualified callers receive

FREE T-SHIRT
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CAMPUS REP
WANTED

Quarter
Special

The nation's leader in college marketing
is seeking an energetic, entrepreneurial
student for the position of campus rep.
No sales involved. Place advertising on
bulletin boards for companies such as
American Express and Microsoft.
Great part-time job earnings. Choose
your. own hours; 4-8 hours per week
requrred. Call:
Campus Rep Program
American Passage Media Corp.
401 2nd Avenue West, Seattle, WA 98119
(800) 487-2434 Exl. 4444

Welcome Back ·cats!
Show Your Wildcat Support-.
Bring in any item
with a CWU logo,
show it to a Taco Time
employee, and receive:

•••
•

One order of Crustos

FREE
~

-.,,,,.,

with a ~3.SO purchase. Offer expires 10/31/96·

• Free Weights
• Selector Machines
•Lockers

• Aerobic Classes
•Treadmill, Lifecycies
• Punching Bags

• Sports Drinks
& Supplements
• Personal Exercise
Programs .

alfaTacoTime
,

• 724 E. 8th 925-4000

------i

I

963-1026

I
I
I

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING •
Earn up to $2,000/month
working on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies. World
travel. Seasonal &full-time
employment available. No
experience necessary.
For more information call:
1{206) 971-3550 ext. C60935.
EARN CASH·
Stuffing envelopes at home.
Send SASE to :
PO Box 624, Olathe, KS 66051.
ENGLISH TEACHERS
NEEDED ABROAD!

Teach conversational English in
Prague, budapest, or Krakow. No
teaching certificate or European
languages required. Inexpensive
Room & Board + other benefits.
For details:
(206) 971-3680 ext. K60932.
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING •
Positions now available at
National Parks, Forests, & Wildlife
preserJes. Excellent benefits +
bonuses! Call
(206) 971-3620 ext. N60933.
. SKIJOBS·
Students Needed! Earn u~ t?

$1,500/mo. working at a Ski
Resort this winter! Ski for free +
many other benefits! Call Vertical
Employment Group today:
(206) 634-0469 ext. V60933.
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK Make up to $25-45/hr. teaching
basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No
teaching background or Asain
languages required. For information call (206) 971-3570 ext.
J60933.
TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING Entry-level & career positions

!

available worldwide (Hawaii,
Mexico, Caribbean, etc.).
Waitstaff, housekeeper~,~ SCUBA
dive leaders, fitness counselors
and more. Call Resort Employment Services:
(206) 971-3600 ext. R60933.

help. Call Student Financial
·
Services:
1-800-263-6495 ext. F60934.
SCUBA LESSONS & SUP!
PLIES - Sign up now. Contact I
John Moser Jr. at 925-1272. . \
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FREE FINANCIAL AID Over $6 Billion in public and
private sector grants & scholarships now available. All students
are eligible regardless of grades,
income, or parent's income. Let us

,1

HOUSE FOR SALEYakima - 4 bedroom, 2 bath,
large family rooms. Nice
neighborhood, close to school,
shopping, bus. $139,950. Call
(509) 965-8813.

Baskin (ji) Robbins~
Jee Creani • Yogurt

~

Custom Desserts

Save

50¢
on any Blast Tornado

1307 Canyon Road
962-3177
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CHI'S

925-2320
·eoDY TANNING
~
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: 5 Visit Pkg.......................................
1 I 0 Visit Pkg .....................................
: 15 Visit Pkg .....................................
I I Month Unlimited ........................
I I 00 Tans .........................................
:

$15
$20
$28
$45
$1 00

:
1

:
I
I

All Tan Products 20% OFF with purchase of any pkg.

L ________

:

_Expir~l:!_!4196_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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HAIR DESIGNER SPECIALS:
w/ coupon
(Walkins Always Welcome)

I

Men's & Women's Haircuts
Any Day

$2 Qff

Men's & Women's Haircuts
Wednesdays

B

Perms - Highlighting- Coloring w/ cut

$
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$3
Qff
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a1 s - u et

$29 •95
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